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Abstract
COMPARATIVE PHYLOGEOGRAPHY, PHYLOGENETICS, AND POPULATION
GENOMICS OF EAST AFRICAN MONTANE SMALL MAMMALS
by
TERRENCE CONSTANT DEMOS

Advisor: Dr. Michael J. Hickerson
The Eastern Afromontane region of Africa is characterized by striking levels of endemism and
species richness which rank it as a global biodiversity hotspot for diverse plants and animals
including mammals, but has been poorly sampled and little studied to date. Using mtDNA and
multi-locus nDNA sequence data, genome-wide RAD-Seq SNP data, and morphological data, I
identify major cryptic biogeographic patterns within and between 11 co-distributed small
mammal species/species groups across the Eastern Afromontane region. I focus on two endemic
montane small mammal species complexes, Hylomyscus mice and Sylvisorex shrews, codistributed across the Albertine Rift (AR) and Kenya Highlands (KH) of the Eastern
Afromontane Biodiversity Hotspot. I characterize patterns of phylogeographic structure,
demographic history, phylogenetic relationships and undescribed biodiversity across these taxa.
Putative independently evolving lineages are inferred using a combination of distribution data,
coalescent species delimitation and historical demographic inference. Hypotheses put forward to
account for the high diversity of the region include both retention of older palaeo-endemic
lineages across major regions in climatically stable refugia, as well as the accumulation of
lineages associated with more recent differentiation between allopatric populations separated by
unsuitable habitat at the LGM. Populations have persisted since the Pliocene to mid-Pleistocene
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across a climatic gradient from the AR in the west to the KH in the east for both focal taxa.
Deeply divergent and sympatric cryptic lineages, previously unidentified, are strongly supported
in both mice and shrews, highlighting the broad temporal scale at which cyclical climatic
changes over the last 5 Ma may have contributed to high species diversity and endemism in the
Eastern Afromontane Hotspot. Complete genome-wide SNP matrices for Hylomyscus and
Sylvisorex are used in population genetic analyses that support lineages not uncovered by the 3-6
locus dataset. Graphs of population splits and admixture support substantial gene flow from AR
into KH shrew populations subsequent to isolation that occurred 2.5-3.5 million years earlier,
possibly by intermittent colonization. A new species, Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi, is described
from Kenya using combined morphological and multi-locus data sets.
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INTRODUCTION
African tropical montane biodiversity has a dynamic and complex history that offers
many unexplored opportunities to explore the changing earth’s role in shaping the evolution of
mammals. Only relatively recently have mammals from this biogeographic region received
attention from the fields of systematics, population genetics, and phylogeography (e.g. Kingdon
1971). The region’s diversity is immense, with the Albertine Rift montane region harboring the
highest level of mammal species richness for any terrestrial ecoregion on earth and East African
montane forests (i.e. Kenyan Highlands) harboring the second highest levels (of 782 terrestrial
ecoregions as defined in Mazel et al. 2014). Understanding the patterns and processes
responsible for this diversity provides insights into major evolutionary phenomena including
diversification, species distributions, community assembly, and speciation. Over the last several
decades our ability to quantify patterns of genetic diversity within individuals, populations and
species, and infer the evolutionary processes underling these patterns, has been greatly enhanced
by new molecular, analytic and computational methods (Hickerson et al. 2010, McCormack et
al. 2011). In this study I use these methods to explore the phylogenetic and population genetic
history of co-distributed rodents and shrews across the Eastern Afromontane region of east
central Africa. My goal is to test hypotheses that will increase understanding of the processes
that have shaped this diversity and to document and quantify patterns of diversity in
Afromontane small mammals. I document patterns of mtDNA diversity in the first large-scale
comparative phylogeographic study of the Albertine Rift in Chapter 1. Multi-locus phylogenetic
data is used to test hypotheses regarding diversification in two co-distributed species complexes
across the region in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, population genomic data obtained using RAD-Seq
is used to explore patterns of cryptic diversity and infer demographic parameters in rodents and
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shrews. Finally, in Chapter 4 a new species of East African mouse is described using
morphological data and coalescent-based species delimitation within an integrative taxonomic
framework (Fujita et al. 2012).
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CHAPTER 1
Comparative mtDNA Phylogeography of Albertine Rift Small Mammals
INTRODUCTION
The Albertine Rift (AR) of east central Africa encompasses the western extension of the
Great Rift Valley that extends nearly the length of Africa, from the Ethiopia in the north to
Malawi in the south. The AR includes the highland regions that stretch from the northwest shore
of Lake Albert in the eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and western Uganda to the
southern shores of Lake Tanganyika in southeast DRC and includes the flanking escarpments
and volcanoes on both sides of the elevated Albertine Rift valley as well the African Great Lakes
(Kuper et al. 2004). The AR is a continental archipelago in the sense that montane forest and
alpine habitats are bisected to varying degrees by lowland forests between mountain blocks (Fig.
1). Multiple studies have reported that the AR is the most species rich area for vertebrates in
continental Africa, and the region also includes large numbers of endemic and threatened
vertebrate, invertebrate, and plant species (Brooks et al. 2001, Burgess et al. 2004, Plumptre et
al. 2007). Because the region, particularly eastern DRC, has undergone protracted civil conflict
over the last several decades, relatively few extensive biotic surveys in the era of molecular
biology have been carried out and DNA samples are generally lacking. Nonetheless, preliminary
studies indicate that the biodiversity of many taxa may be markedly underestimated (e.g.
Kahindo et al. 2007, Plumptre et al. 2006, Greenbaum et al. 2011, 2012, Kerbis Peterhans et al.
2013). In particular the AR has the highest mammal species richness in Africa (Ceballos et al.
2005) and recent ranking analysis of 728 terrestrial ecoregions found the AR to be the leading
global mammal hotspot based on species richness, and fourth globally in a combined metric of
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species, phylogenetic, and functional mammalian diversity (Mazel et al. 2014). However, to date
the number of studies AR mammals that employ molecular data in population genetic and
phylogeographic scale analysis is very small. An extensive literature search reveals that only
three studies have sampled mammals at a regional scale for single species or comparative
molecular phylogeographic analysis (Huhndorf et al. 2007, Kaleme et al. 2007, Demos et al.
2014a).
The paleoclimatic and geomorphological history of tropical Africa in general, and East
Africa in particular, has been well studied and multiple lines of evidence point to significant and
repeated intervals of pluvial forest expansion separated by intervals of dramatic aridification
dating back to the Pliocene and intensified during glacial cycles of the Late Pleistocene
(deMenocal & Peter 2004, Anhuf et al. 2006, Feakins et al. 2013). On the basis of species lists of
concentrated regions from species richness and endemicity among sub-regions of the GuineoCongolian rainforest Kingdon (1981), Prigogine (1987) and other zoogeographers posited that
the lowland rainforests of central Africa contracted to several small pockets of rainforest along
the Atlantic coast, the lower Congo Basin and along the western flank of the Albertine Rift in
what is now lowland rainforest. Paleoclimatologists have also hypothesized the existence of a
western AR flanking lowland rainforest refugium (e.g. Maley 1996, Anhuf et al. 2006).
However, there is little data as to how cool moist forest associated taxa responded to cool and
dry periods across the Pleistocene. One model of climate tracking of montane fauna under cooldry regimes supports range expansion into lower elevation forest when altitudinal limits for
montane forest lowered during glacial intervals leading to non-analogous forest habitats (i.e.
downslope migration; Urrego et al. 2005, Mayle et al. 2009). This is not supported by species
distribution models for four co-distributed Eastern Afromontane endemic small mammals
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constructed for a multi-locus comparative phylogeographic study of the Kenyan Highlands and
Albertine Rift (Demos et al. 2014a). Instead these models show significant fragmentation in the
distributions of all four taxa, although there was a small apparent lowering of distributional
ranges above ~ 3000 m in both the AR and Kenyan Highlands. It may be that aridification was a
stronger determinant of range limits than temperature for these small mammal taxa. Population
genetic data from rodents and shrews known to be strongly associated with forest cover offer a
test to determine if multiple refugia persisted in the AR based on estimates of population
structure, divergence times, genetic diversity indices and historical demography. There is a lack
of data on whether the lowland forests of eastern DRC supported montane forest vegetation
during the LGM. Since samples are lacking for this region we confine this study to present AR
montane forest limits as defined above.
We use a comparative phylogeographic approach (Avise 2008, Hickerson et al. 2010) to
examine patterns of lineage diversification and investigate the phylogeographic history of codistributed Albertine Rift montane forest small mammals. These taxa are either endemic to the
AR or have ranges that also include the eastern Congo Basin lowland rainforest (2 species)
and/or the Kenyan Highlands ca. 500 km to the east (4 species). By examining spatial and
temporal patterns of DNA sequence variation among 11 species, we assess the concordance of
phylogeographic breaks and lineage diversification in relation to Pleistocene climate fluctuations
and long-term retention of lineages in a potentially environmentally stable center of species
richness and endemism. Multiple methods are used to test whether temporal patterns in lineage
divergence times and demographic expansions are consistent with Pleistocene climatic and
geomorphological events, or whether lineages remained in place and show signals of having
responded to much older events (Miocene–Pliocene). For the following analyses, we define
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“lineages” as those clades supported by tree reconstructions and divergent by more than 1% with
its closest relative and/or displaying clear geographical discontinuity (i.e., highly divergent
clades that display geographic proximity). We acknowledge that such criteria could be
considered arbitrary. The criteria for defining phylogeographic breaks across taxa was reciprocal
monophyly of geographically isolated mtDNA clades that were divergent by more than 1% from
each other (Fouquet et al. 2012).
We test the following hypotheses related to genetic differentiation within the AR hotspot
based on modification of a comparative phylogeographic study (Hardy et al. 2013) of expected
phylogeographic patterns according to alternative biogeographic scenarios for African lowland
rainforest plants in response to Quaternary climatic cycling.
H1: If Albertine Rift montane forests were highly fragmented during cold, arid glacial
maxima so that forest associated taxa persisted in small sub-regions, the forest matrix in between
these mountains or montane forests on non-refugial mountains must be ephemeral with current
intervening zones being of recent origin. Fixed mutational differences would have accumulated
between older montane forest refugia such that isolated refugial areas should be genetically
differentiated and contain taxa with distinct endemic alleles, while recently colonized regions
should carry alleles that are also found in multiple or single refugial areas. If differentiation
among forest refugia was strong enough to result in reciprocal monophyly at mtDNA loci, the
origin of re-colonized areas should be able to be traced back, and secondary contacts between
colonization fronts should be characterized by the co-occurrence of differentiated genetic
lineages.
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H2: montane forest fragmentation was minimal, or took the form of a network of
connected refugia where most species experienced ongoing gene flow between populations
throughout the Pleistocene. The maintenance of substantial gene flow would have minimized
genetic differentiation across the AR resulting in little or no spatial heterogeneity in genetic
diversity.
H3: The species ranges were fragmented as a result of Pleistocene climate cycles but with
contrasting responses according to species life histories (poor vs. good dispersers) and habitat
specificity (strict montane forest endemics vs. extension into lowland forest). Under this scenario
genetic correlates of population fragmentation would be present in many species, but species
would display different geographic patterns on the basis of shared life history traits or ecological
requirements.
To address these questions we use Cytb DNA sequence data for 11 species in our
comparative analyses; new data are presented for 9 species (531 individuals, n = 9–161) and
published data used for two additional species (n = 12–20). We include four shrew species;
Crocidura kivuana, C. lanosa, Sylvisorex lunaris and S. vulcanorum and 7 rodent species; two
from the Graphiurus murinus species complex, Hybomys lunaris, Hylomyscus vulcanorum,
Lophuromys aquilus, L. woosnami, and Praomys jacksoni. These 11 taxa were chosen because
they are either montane forest endemics, or the majority of their range falls within montane or
sub-montane forest. Two of the species have ranges that extend into lowland forest to a degree
that is not well documented (L. aquilus and P. jacksoni) and one species is part of a poorly
understood species complex that extends across tropical Africa (Graphiurus murinus). Four of
these species (putative species complexes) have ranges that extend into the Kenyan Highlands
across a Ugandan montane forest gap separating the two mountain groups. We include all these
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taxa because they exemplify a diversity of life histories, ecological tolerances and distributions
and are co-distributed over significant portions of the AR (see Fig. 1 for major collecting
localities).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA samples were obtained from 11 species and species complexes from the Field
Museum of Natural History (FMNH). The majority of these specimens were collected during
surveys of AR forests by staff and associates of FMNH and the Centre de Recherché en Science
Naturelles (CRSN, Lwiro, DRC). Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAgen DNeasy Blood
and Tissue Kit. Specimens were sequenced for mitochondrial Cytochrome B (cytb) using the
primers L14723 and H15915 (Lecompte et al. 2002), modified from Kocher et al. (1989). PCR
protocols followed those of Demos et al. (2014a). Chromatographs were checked manually and
assembled and edited using Geneious Pro 7.1 (Biomatters Ltd.). Sequences were aligned for each
locus independently using MUSCLE alignment within the Geneious platform using default
parameters. Sequence data from Cytb were translated into amino acids and sequences were
inspected for deletions, insertions and premature stop codons to exclude possible pseudogenes of
nuclear origin. Alignments for all data sets were unambiguous for all loci examined.
We used PhyML v3.0 to estimate mtDNA gene trees (Guindon et al. 2010) and BEAST
v2.0 (Drummond et al. 2012) to estimate divergence times for mtDNA sequence data for each
species. For each species, we identified the best-fitting models of nucleotide substitution with the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) using jModelTest v2.0 (Darriba et al. 2012). Gene tree
analyses were run with the appropriate substitution model and node support estimated with 1000
bootstrap replicates. We also used MrBayes v3.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) as an alternative means
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of inferring gene trees for Cytb sequence data. Gene tree analyses involved 2 runs of 4 heated
chains for 1 x 107 generations with 10% as burn-in sampled every 2000 generations for each run.
Bayesian MCMC gene tree convergence was assessed by examining likelihood and parameter
estimates in Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007) to confirm effective sample sizes that
had adequate sampling of posterior distributions. To assess divergence times in BEAST we
estimated posterior distributions of model parameters and genealogies by sampling from the
MCMC posterior distribution every 1000 generations for 20–30 million generations and
discarded the first 10% of samples as burnin. All analyses were conducted with a coalescent
constant population size tree prior and assuming an uncorrelated log-normal clock distributed
across branches. Lineages with posterior probabilities of > 0.9 were considered well supported.
Convergence of model parameters for BEAST analyses was assessed based on ESS values and
examination of trace files using Tracer v1.5 (Drummond & Rambaut 2007). The initial 10% of
each run were discarded as burn-in and separate runs were combined using LogCombiner. The
maximum clade credibility tree was generated in TreeAnnotator using mean node heights and
visualized in FigTree where node ages and 95% HPDs were recorded using median branch
heights. To assess population size changes we inferred Bayesian Skyline plots (BSP) for
populations within species assuming an uncorrelated log-normal clock distributed across
branches and sampled from the MCMC posterior distribution every 1000 generations for 10
million generations and discarded the first 10% of samples as burnin. Trace files and BSPs were
visualized in Tracer v 1.5 to assess convergence of model parameters and assess population size
changes.
In order to infer the relationship of lineage splitting times for the 11 species/species
complexes, we used substitution rates for closely related taxa based on recent empirical studies
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that utilized fossil-calibrated and/or biogeographical-calibrations to estimate cytb substitution
rates. For rodents we used a Cytb rate of 0.025 substitutions site-1 Myr-1 estimated for the sister
genus Praomys based on two African Murid fossil dates (Nicolas, Missoup, et al. 2010). For
Sylvisorex we chose 0.039 site-1 Myr-1, the mean of three different recent cytb rate estimates
from among several Soricid clades (Esselstyn & Brown 2009, Hope et al. 2010). To assess
whether diversification occurred within the Pleistocene (< 2.6 Ma); we examined the 95%
posterior distribution of divergence dates for each species and lineage. If the distribution of split
times for a given pair of lineages included 2.6 Ma or later, then we could not rule out Pleistocene
divergence.
In general, mtDNA gene tree analyses revealed multiple regional lineages within each
species or species group. Therefore, demographic analyses were conducted separately for each
recovered lineage to reduce the confounding effects of population subdivision on demographic
inference. While our estimates of population size change are limited by single-locus data, both
simulation and empirical studies have shown that single-locus coalescent-based estimates contain
information on the relative timing and extent of population size changes (Drummond & Rambaut
2007). Population size change within lineages was estimated with several methods. We estimated
Tajima’s D, FS (Fu & Li 1997) and R2 (Ramos-Onsins & Rozas, 2002) and tested for significant
departure from population size stability with 10,000 coalescent simulations in DnaSP (Librado &
Rozas 2009). We used mismatch distribution analysis in which the observed number of pairwise
differences between haplotypes was compared with the distribution under an expansion model
using Arlequin v3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer, 2010). A multimodal mismatch distribution plot
signals populations at demographic equilibrium, while a smooth unimodal plot supports
demographic expansion. The deviation of observed distributions from a sudden expansion model
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was evaluated using Harpending’s raggedness index (r, Harpending 1994) using 10,000
bootstrap replicates to test for significance. We also calculated the time since the start of
population expansion for those lineages that had support for demographic expansion, this based
on the statistic τ using the formula τ = 2µt, where µ is the mutation rate per locus, per year and t
is the number of years since expansion began. We also calculated 95% CI for these estimates.
For criteria defining phylogeographic breaks across taxa, we use reciprocal monophyly of
geographically isolated mtDNA clades that were divergent by more than 1% from each other
(Fouquet et al. 2012) populations based on Cytb sequence data. However, in some cases we
include phylogeographic breaks that were defined by reciprocally monophyletic parapatric
populations. Lines delineating these breaks are indicated in Figure 3.
RESULTS
Phylogenetic trees and lineage divergence times
Inferences from gene trees for 9/11 species supported regionally structured lineages (Fig.
2) Genetic divergence based on genetic distances suggested that major lineage breaks occurred
across the sub-montane forest separating the Kahuzi Mts from the Itombwe Massif, across
lowland forest and non-forested habitats surrounding the Ruwenzori Mts to the south and east,
and across the Albertine Rift valley dividing the western and eastern flanking highlands (Figs. 2
and 4). Praomys jacksoni, Lophuromys aquilus and Graphiurus sp. 2 all showed deep lineage
breaks between central AR forests and Itombwe and Kabobo forests to the south. Within
Sylvisorex vulcanorum individuals from two well-supported differentiated lineages co-occur in
the Kahuzi Mts. Evidence for secondary contact or recent admixture is also present in the Kigezi
Highlands of southwest Uganda in Lophuromys woosnami and the Kahuzi-Biega Mts of eastern
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DRC in Sylvisorex vulcanorum. Hylomyscus vulcanorum, Sylvisorex lunaris and Graphiurus sp.
1 had no significant phylogeographic structure across multiple AR montane forests (Fig. 2). In a
comparison of all four of the species/species complexes (Hylomyscus denniae group, Praomys
jacksoni, Lophuromys aquilus and Sylvisorex granti group) whose range extends east into the
Kenyan Highlands show a phylogeographic break coincident with the mixed savanna-wet
lowland forests ecoregions of the central and eastern Ugandan plateau (Fig. 3). Within these four
taxa only Praomys jacksoni exhibited population structure within the KH where a Mt Kenya
clade and a second clade including populations from the western Kenyan Highlands was
inferred.
The majority of regional lineage divergence times between sister clades within species
that could be assigned to a single geographic sub-region dated to the Late Pleistocene (4 species;
< 0.57 Ma). Graphiurus sp. 2, Lophuromys aquilus and Praomys jacksoni had lineage splitting
times that dated from the Pliocene to the early Pleistocene (1.91-3.22 Ma). All but one species
had divergence times well within the Pleistocene. The time to most recent common ancestor
(tMRCA) estimates for regional lineages that had 4 or more samples were almost entirely within
the Late Pleistocene (10 Ka to ~500 Ka). Among those species showing regional
phylogeographic structure, lineages within Lophuromys aquilus and Praomys jacksoni had
tMRCA that fell within the mid-Pleistocene. No tMRCA for a lineage pre-dated the Pleistocene.
Demographic summary statistics and expansion plots
Demographic population expansion was supported by multiple inference methods (TD, FS,
R2, Harpending’s raggedness index (r) of mismatch distributions and Bayesian skyline plots) in
only two of eleven species examined (Table 1). In Hylomyscus vulcanorum distributed across the
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AR as a single regional lineage and in a Praomys jacksoni lineage from the north AR, a
unimodal frequency distribution in the mismatch analysis, Bayesian skyline plots and significant
expansion statistics provided evidence for sudden population expansion. The population of
Lophuromys aquilus from the southern Albertine region showed signatures of expansion
according to the BSP but not with other inferences on expansion. However, it should be noted
that unaccounted substructure can result in false positives of expansion or decline (Navascués et
al. 2010, Heller et al. 2013). The times since population expansion for these two lineages based
on τ are shown with 95% confidence intervals in Table 1. Comparing these expansion times with
Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles indicates that the northern AR Praomys jacksoni lineage
had time estimates that coincided with the LGM. The time of expansion for Hylomyscus
vulcanorum has a 95% CI that substantially predates the LGM although it does fall within the
last glacial cycle. None of the four shrew species had any evidence for population expansion (i.e.
no significant values for any statistics). Sylvisorex vulcanorum from the central AR exhibited
high genetic diversity and a multimodal mismatch distribution plot suggesting long-term
demographic stability. The other S. vulcanorum lineages and those of the other three shrew
species had low genetic diversity, although two displayed multi-modal mismatch distributions.
Small sample sizes in several of these species may have resulted in downwardly biased estimates
of demographic and spatial expansion. After re-scaling τ from secondary mammalian orderspecific mutation rates, we estimated the start of population expansions across regional clades for
the two species where unimodal mismatch distributions and significant departures from stability
were inferred (Table 1). These estimates varied from a low of 38 Ka in Praomys jacksoni
(central and north AR clade) to 116 Ka in Hylomyscus vulcanorum (trans-AR clade). Population
expansion times predated the LGM but fell within the last glacial period.
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Spatial patterns of diversification in the AR
Placement of approximate mapping positions of lines delimiting independent geographic
lineages was clear for those species that had parapatric distributions and more extensive
sampling (Fig. 4). Where there was limited geographic sampling for some species we placed
lines in geographically intermediate regions if previous surveys did not document species from
those localities, although rare and habitat restricted species could have been overlooked based on
sampling efforts. When combined, the observed phylogeographic breaks appear to be
concentrated in four main areas. Spatial patterns of divergence clearly support the Itombwe
Massif on the western side of the AR as an independent evolutionary unit from the central and
eastern AR. This break corresponds to the range limits of several species of birds, amphibians
and reptiles (Evans et al. 2008, 2011, Rift 2012, Greenbaum et al. 2012) as well as bats and
shrews (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2013). The second break occurs at the Ruwenzori Mts on the
eastern side of the AR valley that are separated by a break between all sampled populations to
the south. This break is coincident with a gap in montane rainforest to the south of the
Ruwenzori’s and the Ruzizi River that flows to the north along the western flank of these
mountains. The third area is delimitated by several populations that contribute to genetic
discontinuity across the rift valley itself from the north shore of Lake Tanganyika in the south to
the southern limit of Lake Edward in the north. Distinguishing N-S from E-W breaks is highly
dependent on the completeness of geographic sampling so this break delineation is rather broad.
This zone is coincident with the geographic range limits of multiple mammal species including
Agile Mangabey Cercocebus demidoff, Beecroft’s Anomalure Anomalurus beecrofti, Longnosed mongoose Xenogale naso, and White-bellied Duiker Cephalophus leucogaster (Wilson &
Reeder 2005, Kingdon et al. 2013). The fourth area is roughly delimited as the Tshiabirimu Mts
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just southwest of the Ruwenzori break to the north and a break in lowland forest to the south.
This area has been little explored for mammalian diversity but limited sampling to date indicates
a break for two populations of shrews. An additional and unexpected addition to regional
southern AR clustering of a population involves populations from Idjwi Island in Lake Kivu
where populations cluster with those from Itombwe to the south. Populations of both Praomys
jacksoni and Lophuromys aquilus from this island, which were only isolated from the mainland
after volcanic flows blocked the outlet of the Ruzizi River to the south into Lake Tanganyika and
raised Lake Kivu lake levels 25,000–20,000 years ago (Verheyen et al. 2003). These two
populations are associated with Itombwe Mts populations rather than much closer proximity
populations of eastern AR Ruguge Highlands to the east.
DISCUSSION
Only two previous comparative phylogeographic studies of Albertine Rift montane forest
fauna have been carried out, and these were for a limited number of taxa and localities
(Huhndorf et al. 2007, Evans et al. 2011). Huhndorf et al. (2007) sampled three rodent species
(Hylomyscus denniae, Hybomys lunaris, and Lophuromys woosnami) from four mountain ranges
in the central AR and concluded that genetic data from Hylomyscus denniae denniae populations
from the Ruwenzori Mts and H. denniae vulcanorum populations was concordant with earlier
morphological data that supported elevation of these taxa to species (Carleton et al. 2006).
Additional phylogeographic breaks were recovered among three populations of Hybomys lunaris
and three populations of L. woosnami. They dated divergence events separating major clades
within the three species to the mid to late Pleistocene and suggested a role for volcanic activity
and climatic fluctuations over the last 2 Ma in causing fragmentation of montane rainforest
(Huhndorf et al. 2007). In contrast, Evans et al. (2011) did not uncover substantial levels of
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intra-specific mtDNA divergence in any of the 8 species included in their analyses. Our analysis
of 11 understudied rodent and shrew species significantly extends sampling of co-distributed
montane forest associated taxa by including 8 new species/species complexes and significantly
increasing sample size and extent for H. vulcanorum. The Albertine Rift region has recently been
designated as the most species rich terrestrial ecosystem in the world for mammals (Mazel et al.
2014) and our study suggests significant population structure in 8 of the 11 focal taxa.
Support for alternative refugial hypotheses
We cannot rule out qualitative support for any of the three of the proposed hypotheses;
congruent spatial structuring in sub-regions of the AR supporting historic cycles of forest
fragmentation (H1; because some species had no phylogeographic structure), extensive gene
flow across the AR supporting a network of refugia or region-wide montane forest retention
across glacial-interglacial cycles (H2; because some species had deep phylogeographic breaks
within the AR), and an idiosyncratic response of species to forest fragmentation resulting from
climatic fluctuations due to differing dispersal abilities, ecological requirements and/or life
histories (H3; because rodents and shrews did share some degree of differential genetic
structure). Limited sample sizes and sampling localities for some of the study taxa may have
obscured congruent patterns of genetic structure in several cases. We also note that the complex
and varied histories of populations and species may be obscured by reliance on a single mtDNA
locus in our study. We emphasize that a single gene genealogy is only one realization of the
stochastic timing of coalescence events, and therefore estimating gene genealogies to directly
infer demographic events and equating genealogical patterns may often be misleading (Edwards
& Beerli 2000, Knowles & Maddison 2002). Estimation of demographic parameters is greatly
enhanced through analyses that incorporate multi-locus data under a statistical coalescent
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framework and caution is warranted in equating geographical patterns of gene genealogies with
the phylogeographic history of organisms. We use the single locus mtDNA sequence data here in
order to compare as large a data set as possible from this understudied region. We emphasize that
this is preliminary work that does not account for statistical uncertainty under the coalescent
process and that multiple loci and multiple individuals per population are required to accurately
estimate species-level phylogenies with low level of divergence. Instead of structuring our
discussion of the biogeographic significance of this data set around the three proposed
hypotheses, we first discuss support for general congruence in spatial and temporal patterns in
the data, then highlight several examples of temporal and spatial differences in the data, and
finally outline implications for Albertine Rift conservation.
Comparative phylogeography of AR montane forests: general congruence and biogeographic
significance
Despite incomplete geographic sampling for some taxa and variable range limits and
ecological affinities in the multitaxa data set, we found general congruence in patterns of lineage
divergence and phylogeographic breaks both within the Albertine Rift and between the AR and
the Kenyan Highlands. These data suggest that a common history of isolation has been shared
across these lineages irrespective of species-specific demographic and life history differences.
While we cannot entirely exclude geological events and historic landscape features as
contributing to the observed phylogeographic patterns, several lines of evidence support the role
of past climatic fluctuations in shaping species habitat distributions and facilitating variable
spatial and temporal patterns of vicariance and dispersal.
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Our analyses of lineage divergences indicate that concordant spatial divisions occur
across the Ugandan forest-savanna gap separating the AR in the west from the KH to the east in
the four species groups we sampled whose distributions encompass both regions. Lineage
divergence estimates across the Uganda Gap were all within the Pleistocene, ranging from Early
Pleistocene in the Hylomyscus denniae group to mid - Late Pleistocene in Lophuromys aquilus,
Praomys jacksoni and the Sylvisorex granti group. This suggests correspondence with a
Pleistocene climatic fluctuation hypothesis and postdates the fragmentation of the Pan African
tropical rainforest and subsequent isolation of the KH from the AR and Congo Basin forests
which is dated to no later than 3 Mya (Kingdon et al. 2013 and references therein). Whether
gallery forests acted as dispersal corridors between AR and KH montane forests or other
dispersal routes existed in between periods of aridification commencing ~3 Mya, multiple
studies indicate that major paleoenvironmental changes drove cyclical expansion and
contractions of East African forests and savannas throughout this period (deMenocal & Peter
2004, Anhuf et al. 2006, Trauth et al. 2009).
Within the Albertine Rift the phylogeographic breaks are broadly congruent with
isolation of the southern AR (Itombwe Mts, Mt. Kabogo and Idjwi Island in Lake Kivu) from the
western escarpment to the north and from the eastern flanks of the AR. There is some support for
a break dividing the western and eastern AR highlands across the rift valley bottom and lakes
that dot the valley (e.g. Crocidura lanosa, Lophuromys aquilus and Graphiurus sp. 2). However,
other lineages display no such break (e.g. Sylvisorex vulcanorum, Hylomyscus vulcanorum and
Praomys jacksoni). We recovered instances of re-contact between divergent lineages (a putative
suture zone) along both sides of the AR valley in the Kahuzi-Biega Mts and the Kigezi
Highlands of southwest Uganda. These instances imply that secondary contact and admixture
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may have been facilitated by the long-term elevation of the Virunga volcanoes, which support
montane rainforest and are in close proximity to the Kahuzi-Biega Mts across a narrowing of the
AR valley floor. Previous analyses (Huhndorf et al. 2007) found support for past connections
between the Kigezi Highlands on the eastern flank of the AR and southern montane forests on
the opposite side of the rift valley for Lophuromys woosnami.
A further important phylogeographic barrier isolating the Ruwenzori Mts from the
remainder of the AR has long been recognized on the basis of the numerous species, subspecies
and lineages described from these mountains (Thorn & Kerbis Peterhans 2009). Taxa in this
study with populations confined to the Ruwenzori Mts include lineages of Sylvisorex lunaris and
Hybomys lunaris, as well as the Ruwenzori endemic species Sylvisorex granti and Hylomyscus
denniae. Divergence times for these Ruwenzori isolates dates from the Late Pliocene in
Sylvisorex granti to the Late Pleistocene in Hybomys lunaris. Although the Tshiabirimu Mts in
the west central AR have been poorly sampled to date, particularly for shrews, the data we have
indicates that two taxa (Crocidura kivuana and Sylvisorex lunaris) have isolated populations
restricted to these mountains and that a Lophuromys aquilus lineage extends from the Ruwenzori
Mts into lowland rainforest to the northwest to at least the Ituri forest in the Congo Basin.
The timing of intraspecific diversification among most of the AR lineages occurred
during the Early to Mid-Pleistocene (~2.6–0.13 Mya) and thus predates the onset of the last
Pleistocene glacial stage (Table 2). A previous analysis of species-pair co-divergence times
across the Uganda gap separating the AR and KH found support for Late Miocene to Mid
Pleistocene split times based on fast (2%) and slow (1%) Cytb mutation rates (Demos et al.
2014a) for species within the Sylvisorex granti and Hylomyscus denniae species complexes.
Multi-locus datasets for these same species were used to infer split times dating from the Early to
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Mid-Pleistocene for species in these complexes. Huhndorf et al. (2007) inferred split times using
mtDNA sequence data from three rodent species also included in our study and found support for
divergences among clades from the eastern AR that dated from the mid to late Pleistocene. The
timing of these intra and inter-specific splits is broadly coincident with the intensification of arid
phases in East Africa that peaked at 2.8, 1.7 and 1 Mya (deMenocal & Peter 2004)
Tests of population size change using summary statistics, mismatch distributions, and
Bayesian skyline plots showed that only 2/11 focal species had lineages that supported
significant population size changes during the last glacial interval. Evidence for expansion in the
third southern AR lineage of Lohpuromys aquilus was restricted to Bayesian skyline analysis.
These three taxa are the most abundant rodent species in the AR on the basis of multiple small
mammal trapping surveys (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 1998, Kaleme et al. 2007, Tuyisingize et al.
2013) and may have responded to expansion of suitable habitat during favorable climatic
conditions more strongly than less abundant species. Overall, the concordance of
phylogeographic breaks suggesting long-term isolation of multiple co-distributed populations in
several regions of the AR, tests of population size change indicating relative population stability
across the Late Pleistocene and the high diversity of haplotypes in multiple lineages, along with
studies that previously recognized areas of high endemism (e.g. the Itombwe and Ruwenzori
Mts) all suggest the persistence of suitable habitat as a result of long-term climatic stability
across a large proportion of Albertine Rift mountains during the Holocene and Late Pleistocene.
Whether this was a single large refugia (Kingdon et al. 2013), multiple refugia or refugia within
refugia (Gómez & Lunt 2007), or ephemeral refugia that tracked changing climatic conditions
(Graham et al. 2010) across the complex topography of the Albertine Rift will require finer scale
sampling across more taxa within the region.
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Table 1. MtDNA sample size (n), nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype diversity (h), Tajima’s TD
statistic, Fu’s FS statistic, Ramos-Onsin’s and Roza’s R2 statistic, mismatch distribution plot
shape (MMD), Bayesian skyline plots (constant or expansion), and values of τ estimated
under a sudden expansion model with time to expansion and 95% CI. Significant values are
indicated in bold.

Species/Clades
Shrews
Crocidura kivuana
KAH
Crocidura lanosa
ITO
Sylvisorex lunaris
AR: central
Sylvisorex vulcanorum
AR: central
KAH
ITO
Rodents
Graphiurus sp. 1
AR: central + north
Graphiurus sp. 2
BWI + MGA
Hylomyscus vulcanorum
AR
Hybomys lunaris
RUG
RUW + BWI
Lophuromys aquilus
AR: south
AR: central
RUG
TSH + Congo Basin
Lophuromys woosnami
MGA + BWI
MGA + BWI + RUG
RUW
Praomys jacksoni
AR: central + north
AR: south

n

π

h

TD

FS

R2

r

MMD

BSP

4

0.004

1.000

-0.45

-0.77

0.31

0.222

Bi-

c

4

0.001

0.500

-0.61

0.17

0.43

0.250

Uni-

c

15

0.009

0.924

-0.18

0.16

0.13

0.062

Multi-

c

19
6
10

0.019
0.002
0.003

0.975
0.933
0.867

-1.03
-0.81
-0.74

-3.09
-1.24
-1.43

0.09
0.24
0.11

0.028
0.218
0.026

MultiBiMulti-

c
c
c

16

0.014

0.958

-0.20

-0.08

0.14

0.028

Multi-

c

7

0.004

0.905

0.02

-0.09

0.16

0.118

Bi-

c

56

0.006

0.986

-1.78

-28.98

0.05

0.005

Uni-

e

4
8

0.003
0.008

0.500
0.643

-0.71
0.09

1.01
1.10

0.43
0.18

0.750
0.235

BiMulti-

c
c

29
39
18
13

0.009
0.009
0.007
0.009

0.940
0.978
0.948
0.923

-0.44
-0.52
-0.73
-0.18

-1.59
-6.80
-1.75
1.60

0.10
0.09
0.10
0.16

0.015
0.023
0.070
0.030

MultiMultiMultiBi-

e
c
c
c

6
9
5

0.001
0.011
0.001

0.333
0.917
0.400

-0.93
-0.09
-0.82

-0.01
-1.58
0.09

0.37
0.14
0.40

0.222
0.062
0.359

UniBiUni-

c
c
c

75
22

0.004
0.005

0.980
0.879

-2.36
-0.77

-47.83
1.52

0.03
0.10

0.008
0.087

UniBi-

e
c

τ

Time (Kya)

5.8 (3.6-8.9)

116 (72- 178)

1.9 (0.43-12.9)

38 (9- 258)
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Table 2. Divergence time estimates between selected sister lineages restricted to one geographic
region and associated 95% highest posterior densities, time to most recent common ancestor for
regional lineages (tMRCA), and geologic time period of lineage divergence.
Species/Clade
Crocidura kivuana
ITO vs. KAH
ITO
KAH
TSH
Crocidura lanosa
ITO vs. RUG
ITO
RUG
KAH

Age (Ma)

95% HPD

Time Period

0.31
0.05
0.14
0.03

0.23–0.62
0.01–0.12
0.05–0.26
0.01–0.08

Late Pleistocene

0.08
0.03
0.01
0.04

0.05–0.51
0.01–0.05
0.01–0.04
0.01–0.14

Late Pleistocene

0.42

0.23–0.67

0.57
0.13
0.15
0.39

0.37–0.86
0.04–0.26
0.07–0.25
0.24–0.59

1.07

0.70–1.63

3.22
0.24
0.69

3.00–5.53
0.11–0.41
0.38–1.16

Pliocene

0.62
0.12
0.24
0.20

0.83–4.01
0.05–0.56
0.01–0.36
0.03–0.57

Pleistocene

0.46

0.29–0.69

1.91
0.85
0.73
0.75
0.63

0.99–3.42
0.29–1.65
0.30–1.38
0.54–1.79
0.33–1.04

Pleistocene

0.90
0.27
0.31
1.13

0.50–1.38
0.09–0.51
0.15–0.52
0.74–1.61

Pleistocene

2.05
0.61
0.54

1.35–2.90
0.33–0.78
0.33–0.94

Early Pleistocene

Sylvisorex lunaris
AR
Sylvisorex vulcanorum
ITO vs. AR: central
KAH
ITO
AR: central

Late Pleistocene

Graphiurus sp. 1
AR: central + north
Graphiurus sp. 2
AR: central vs. AR: south
AR: central
south
Hybomys lunaris
BWI vs. RUW
BWI
RUW
RUG
Hylomyscus vulcanorum
AR
Lophuromys aquilus
TSH + ITU vs. RUG
TSH + ITU
RUG
AR: Uganda
AR: south
Lophuromys woosnami
RUW vs. BWI
RUW
BWI
KIB + MGA
Praomys jacksoni
AR: central + north vs. AR: south
AR: central + north
south
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Figure 1. Map of Albertine Rift and Kenyan Highland sample localities included in this study.
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Figure 2. Geographic distributions, general collecting localities, and gene trees of 11 small
mammal species from the Albertine Rift inferred from mtDNA data.
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Figure 3. Geographic distributions, general collecting localities, and gene trees of 4 small mammal
species from the Albertine Rift and Kenyan Highlands inferred from mtDNA data.
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Figure 4. Approximate positions of major phylogeographic breaks (genetic discontinuities) found
within 11 small mammal species in the Albertine Rift. These breaks are inferred from the
locations of reciprocally monophyletic allopatric or parapatric lineages inferred from
mtDNA gene trees.
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CHAPTER 2
Uncovering cryptic diversity and refugial persistence among small mammal lineages across
the Eastern Afromontane biodiversity hotspot
INTRODUCTION
The climatic oscillations of the Quaternary period (2.6 Ma – present) have been identified
as a major factor in shaping geographic ranges, biodiversity gradients, and spatial patterns of
population genetic structuring in extant and extinct organisms among temperate regions
(reviewed in Hewitt, 2000, Hewitt and Lister, 2004), in contrast to more recent studies of
Southern Hemisphere and tropical fauna that have revealed causal processes that reach back into
the Miocene (Roy et al. 2001, Fjeldså and Bowie, 2008). While it is no longer the case that the
biogeographic history of African tropical fauna has been neglected (Nicolas et al. 2008a, 2008b,
Bryja et al. 2010, Nicolas et al. 2011, Lorenzen et al. 2012), the East African montane region,
which stretches from the highlands of Ethiopia in the north to Mozambique in the south, remains
significantly understudied, despite the fact that it contains one of the largest concentrations of
threatened endemic species on earth, leading to its designation as the Eastern Afromontane
Biodiversity Hotspot (Brooks et al. 2004, Kuper et al. 2004). Among groups that have been
surveyed for patterns of phylogeographic structure, including birds, mammals, insects and plants
(e.g. Bowie et al. 2004, 2006, Huhndorf et al. 2007, Voje et al. 2009), many are endemic to the
region, and most are under threat from habitat destruction in this resource rich and increasingly
densely populated part of Africa (Dudley et al. 2002, Fjeldså and Burgess, 2008). The genetic
diversity and structure of taxonomic groups from these montane regions has not been well
studied and is particularly sparse for the Albertine Rift (hereafter AR) and Kenyan Highlands
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(hereafter KH) regions of the Eastern Afromontane hotspot. The AR has been identified as a
biodiversity hotspot within this extensive montane region and which has the second highest
concentration of mammalian richness on earth (Ceballos et al. 2005) and possesses strong
biogeographic affinities with the KH that are as yet little understood from an evolutionary and
phylogeographic perspective (Plumptre et al. 2007).
The current disjunct distributions and phylogeographic patterns of numerous African
montane fauna led to proposals for various forest refugial models (i.e. Haffer, 1969) whereby
forest expansions during interglacials connected vertebrate populations that had been isolated
during forest contraction phases associated with the xeric conditions of glacial maxima
(Diamond and Hamilton, 1980, Kingdon, 1981). Isolation of forest refuges during glacial
maxima and recurrent expansions and contractions of forest habitats coincident with a cyclical
"Pleistocene breathing model" (Jesus et al. 2006) has likely played a prominent role in shaping
current species distributions and patterns of genetic diversity within and among wet tropical
forests in Africa (Levinsky et al. 2013), but its role as a driver of tropical diversification in
vertebrates is being increasing called into question. Fjeldså and Bowie (2008) found general
support for a refuge model of montane forest fragmentation that facilitated speciation of African
montane birds, but the timing of these events largely predated the Pleistocene, thus ruling out a
predominate role for Pleistocene forest refugia in generating present day diversity patterns. They
argued instead for a model where pulsed expansion and contraction of montane forest during the
Pliocene led to long-term lineage persistence and diversification in climatically stable refugial
hotspots rather than increased rates of diversification per se in Pleistocene refugia. In contrast,
several recent studies found evidence that contractions of forest cover resulting from Quaternary
climatic fluctuations were congruent with observed patterns of genetic divergence in montane
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rodents (Huhndorf et al. 2007, Nicolas et al. 2008b) and flightless crickets (Voje et al. 2009) at
both the intra- and inter-specific levels. Overall, however, there is a growing body of evidence
that supports long-term persistence of species within climatically stable refugia coupled with
relatively rare speciation events over a much longer time-frame than originally envisioned in the
Pleistocene refugia model. Lineage diversification in African montane birds commenced as far
back as the Late Miocene in birds and even the Oligocene in Afromontane reptiles (Voelker et
al. 2010, Tolley et al. 2011, Fjeldsa et al. 2012). Nonetheless, under either of these competing
scenarios, (refugial persistence with rare speciation vs. accelerated Pleistocene diversification),
without maintenance of isolation in the Pleistocene many of these patterns of endemism would
have been erased.
Our comparative study uses multi-locus genetic variation within and among codistributed populations of two endemic small mammal taxa that are restricted to montane
rainforest in the AR and KH regions to test alternative hypotheses of range fragmentation and
fusion in the context of Plio-Pleistocene climatic cycles and Neogene African plate uplift and
East African Rift formation. Broad geographic sampling of genetic data is used to uncover
historical connections within and among species as well as the timing and extent of populationlevel size changes which allows for inference of the spatial and temporal framework of
population persistence (i.e. historically stable forest refugia). We not only use multi-locus
coalescent species delimitation and species tree methods to infer the presence and distribution of
allopatrically divergent lineages, but also use these tools to detect cases of emergent reproductive
isolation among cryptic species that have become sympatric. To test alternative hypotheses
regarding how climatic and environmental changes may have shaped patterns of biodiversity, we
used broad geographic sampling of two co-distributed endemic small mammal species
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complexes and their newly uncovered cryptic sister taxa from Eastern Afromontane forests: the
Hylomyscus denniae group (montane wood mouse) and Sylvisorex granti group (Grant’s forest
shrew). These high altitude endemics have been documented as among the most abundant
species present in the high altitude zones of the AR and KH based on comprehensive small
mammal surveys (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 1998, Carleton et al. 2006), yet are restricted to wet
montane forest and forest mosaic habitats (Fig. 5). These shared distribution limits make these
taxa well-suited for inferring how and when historical changes shaped patterns of population
structure and cryptic biodiversity. In addition, their restriction to high-elevation forested habitat
makes them ideal for testing inferences on the role of refugia in structuring diversification.
Although these two taxa share distribution limits and ecological tolerances, differences in
microhabitat associations, dispersal abilities, body sizes, and diets may have resulted in
differential responses to paleoclimatic fluctuations.
Here we use multi-locus genetic data sets from these two co-distributed small mammal
genera to test hypotheses on refugial isolation and montane diversification. Widespread sampling
of two major sub-regions within the Eastern Afromontane region, the Albertine Rift (AR) and
the Kenyan Highlands (KH), presents an opportunity to compare an ancient and topographically
complex area where uplift was in place by the mid-Miocene (AR; Roberts et al. 2012), to a less
topographically complex area of predominately volcanic highlands, whose origins span a much
greater time range from the mid-Miocene to the Pleistocene (KH; Wichura et al. 2010). In so
doing, this comparison can potentially uncover what effect the climatic and geomorphological
changes since the Miocene have had on mammals distributed across regions separated by a 500
km montane forest gap (i.e. “Uganda gap” in Fig. 5).
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We analyze demographic and temporal phylogenetic data to specifically test the
following hypotheses: (1) Does isolation, divergence, and subsequent range expansion drive
evolutionary diversification such that sympatric species pairs have older divergence times than
allopatric sister pairs? (2a) Is there a history of recent colonization or re-colonization in either the
generally younger, less complex, and more ecologically isolated KH montane forests, or the
older and less fragmented AR or (2b) did Hylomyscus or Sylvisorex populations remain
persistent and isolated in both the AR and KH regions since at least the mid-Pleistocene, before
intensification of glacial cycles commenced? Although these hypotheses have clear predictions
for coalescent-based parameter estimates from genetic data, predictions under hypothesis 2b can
involve divergence times older than or younger than the LGM. The former case could happen if
the region between AR and KH was consistently unsuitable while the latter case could occur if
the region between AR and KH was suitable and occupied up until the Holocene (< 15,000 Kyb)
such that 2a and 2b would be indistinguishable with genetic-based divergence time estimates
(Fig. 6). We therefore use a complimentary approach by combining phylogenetic inference with
species distribution models (SDMs) to assess the plausibility of each species occupying the AR,
KH, and intermediate areas at the LGM. An integrative approach using both genetic data and
geographically explicit SDMs allows for independent testing of historical biogeographic
hypotheses and can aid in recognition of evolutionary processes not apparent from genetic data
alone (Knowles et al. 2007, Hickerson et al. 2010). We note that our use of SDMs projected to
the LGM is not based on any a priori expectation of clustering of Late Pleistocene divergences,
but rather because this data is readily obtainable, has been relatively well-tested, and allows
detecting if any of our sampled populations may have been unsuitable during the LGM.
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Our use of the term “cryptic taxa” for newly delimited clades from both genera in this
study is strictly based on a lack of externally diagnostic morphological characters. As a
consequence diversity in these groups has previously been underestimated. One area of particular
interest that is still little understood is how historical contingencies and bioclimatic cycles have
driven the diversification and long-term persistence of biota in biodiversity hotspots that are
often associated with taxonomic and biogeographic relicts, and in particular, cryptic taxa
(Beheregaray and Caccone, 2007, Lohman et al. 2010). Our interest in the delineation and
characterization of potential cryptic taxa is two-fold: First, identification of the evolutionary
independence of populations in regional hotspots of diversity is necessary for accurate
biodiversity assessment and second, this information helps to reveal the processes that have
shaped diversity and the framework under which these mechanisms act. Only very recently have
integrative taxonomic studies (sensu Fujita et al. 2012), begun to reveal the extent of undescribed
diversity in the AR (e.g. frogs, Evans et al. 2011, lizards, Greenbaum et al. 2011), potentially an
indication of how understudied the Afromontane hotspot is relative to its complexity. In addition,
other strictly morphological taxonomic studies have recently added several new small mammal
species to the Albertine Rift fauna (Kerbis Peterhans and Hutterer, 2009, Kerbis Peterhans et al.
2010). Regional studies such as this are fundamental for conservation planning, species
discovery and the preservation of evolutionary processes (Faith, 1992, Moritz, 2002).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selection of taxa and sampling
We obtained tissue samples from our focal taxa as follows: From the montane forest
mice, a total of 97 individuals from the Hylomyscus denniae group assignable to H. denniae (15),
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H. vulcanorum (56), and H. endorobae (24); 50 individuals from the H. anselli group designated
as H. cf. anselli as well as two species from the H. anselli group outside our main study region,
one close relative, and one outgroup. From the montane shrews, we obtained 82 individuals from
the Sylvisorex granti group assignable to S. granti granti (2), S. vulcanorum (35) and S. mundus
(47); 17 individuals designated as S. sp. nov.; as well as one close relative and one outgroup. It
was only after molecular phylogenetic analyses were carried out that new divergent clades for
Hylomyscus (cf. anselli) and Sylvisorex (sp. nov.) were identified. Subsequent multi-variate
morphometric analysis has confirmed that the cryptic Hylomyscus cf. anselli clade is a
diagnosable species (Demos et al. 2014b) although it is not distinguishable by external
characters.
Within the Albertine Rift (AR) seven major montane forest blocks (i.e. contiguous
regions above 2000 m as depicted in Fig. 5) were sampled from the following number of
localities from north to south; Ruwenzori Mts (4), Tshiabirimu Mts (2), Kigezi Highlands (2),
Virunga Volcanoes (2), Kahuzi-Biega Mts (3), Rugege Highlands (6), and Itombwe Mts (2).
Within the Kenyan Highlands (KH) five major montane forest blocks were sampled from the
following number of localities from east to west; Mt. Kenya (2), Aberdare Mts (2), Mau
Escarpment (2), Cherangani Hills (1), and Mt. Elgon (2). Finally, within Tanzania the Mbizi (2)
and Usambara Mountains (2) were sampled. All tissue samples used in this study have associated
vouchers accessioned to the Field Museum of Natural History - Chicago (FMNH, as noted in the
acknowledgments).

Amplification and Sequencing
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Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAgen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit.
Specimens were sequenced for seven unlinked autosomal nuclear introns, with up to five loci
sequenced per species group, for CARHSP1-1, GAD2-1, JMJD5-2, SLC38A7-8 using primers
from Igea et al. (2010); ABHD11-5, ACOX2-3, ACPT-4 (using primers from Salicini et al.
(2011); and mitochondrial Cytochrome B (cytb) using the primers L14723 and H15915
(Lecompte et al. 2002), modified from Kocher et al. (1989). PCR amplifications were performed
in either 25 or 50 ml reactions using the following thermal conditions: an initial denaturing step
at 94°C for 2 min; 35-39 cycles of denaturing at 94°C for 30 sec, annealing varying in the range
50–62 °C for 30 sec, extension at 72°C for 60 sec for introns and at 68°C for 68 sec for cytb,
followed by a final extension step at 68°C for 5 min for introns and 72°C for 7 min for cytb. PCR
products were purified using either spin columns in our lab or ExoSAP-IT at the sequencing
facility. Sequencing was performed directly using the corresponding PCR primers. DNA
sequences of both strands were obtained using the BigDye Terminator (Applied Biosystems) on
ABI DNA analyzers (Applied Biosystems) at Macrogen Inc. (Seoul, Korea) and University of
Washington High Throughput Sequencing (Seattle, WA).
Chromatographs were checked manually and assembled and edited using Geneious Pro
6.0.5 (Biomatters Ltd.). Sequences were aligned for each locus independently using MUSCLE
Alignment within the Geneious platform using default parameters. Sequence data from cytb were
translated into amino acids and sequences were inspected for deletions, insertions and premature
stop codons to exclude possible pseudogenes of nuclear origin. Alignments for all data sets were
unambiguous for all nuclear loci examined as were alignments of mitochondrial cytb.
Recombination was tested using the Detect Recombination plugin in Geneious. Intron haplotypes
were resolved statistically using PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001, Smith et al. 2005).
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Gene trees and summary statistics
For the cytb dataset genetic variability was assessed using DnaSP v5 (Librado & Rozas
2009) to calculate nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype diversity (Hd), and number of segregating
sites (S) per taxon. Total and net divergence between species using Tamura-Nei distances was
calculated in Mega v3.0 (Tamura et al. 2007). jModelTest v1.0 (Darriba et al. 2012) was used to
assign the most appropriate model of sequence evolution using the Akaike Information Criterion.
We used MrBayes v3.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) to infer gene trees for cytb and intron data
independently. Gene tree analyses involved two runs of four heated chains for 20,000,000
generations with 25% as burnin and a sampling frequency that provided 20,000 samples for each
run. Convergence of Bayesian MCMC gene tree analysis was assessed by examining likelihood
and parameter estimates in Tracer v1.5 to confirm effective sample sizes of at least 200,
indicating adequate sampling of posterior distributions.
Bayesian population delimitation
To delimit isolated populations, recover evolutionary relationships, and estimate split
times among major population lineages in the two co-distributed focal taxa Hylomyscus and
Sylvisorex, we used the approach of Leaché and Fujita (2010) implemented in Bayesian
Phylogenetics and Phylogeography (BPP v2.1c; Yang and Rannala, 2010). To start we treated
collecting localities as putative populations with sampled alleles, thus eliminating the need to
carry out a priori population assignment, such as assigning individuals to haplotype clades on
the basis of either an inferred mtDNA gene tree or using genotypic clustering algorithms to
assign alleles to putative populations. It has been shown (Yang and Rannala, 2010, Leaché and
Fujita, 2010, Camargo et al. 2012) that assigning localities as putative populations prior to the
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BPP delimitation analysis is a conservative approach that consistently recovers the same number
of genetically isolated populations. In cases of migration between sampled localities, BPP will
tend to infer these as a single lineage that does not show isolation between sampled localities,
thereby meeting our objective in this analysis (rather than making taxonomic decisions per se).
The BPP rjMCMC analyses were run using intron sequence data only for 5 x 105
generations with a burn-in of 10,000 generations and repeated to ensure consistent results with
different starting seeds. We did preliminary tests of species delimitation algorithms 0 and 1 and
obtained very similar results with both, thus, algorithm 0 was used with fine tuning parameter Ɛ
= 5.0. We estimated prior distributions for ancestral population size (θ) and root age (τ0) based
on DNAsp and a lineage mutation rate of 0.01/My giving a gamma distribution of (θ) G(1, 33)
and (τ0) G(1, 33), both with a prior mean = 0.03 and variance = 0.003. This combination of
priors assumes large ancestral population size and intermediate divergence times which has been
shown to be conservative in that it will favor fewer models with fewer species than priors that
assume small effective population sizes and deep divergences.
Species Trees
Species delimitation under BPP requires an inferred species tree that acts as a guide tree
that specifies initial relationships among the populations in the analysis. This was accomplished
using the coalescent-based species-tree approach implemented in *BEAST, an extension of
BEAST v1.7.4 (Drummond & Rambaut 2007, Drummond et al. 2012). Species tree relationships
in Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex were estimated using mtDNA and three or two nuDNA loci for
five or four independent partitions respectively, with cytb partitioned by codon (1+ 2, and 3).
Models of sequence evolution were chosen using the AIC criterion in TOPALi v2 (Milne et al.
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2009). The input file for the guide tree for BPP was formatted in the BEAUti utility (Drummond
et al. 2012) and two independent runs carried out for 3 x 108 generations with sampling every
1,000 generations in Beast. Substitution rates were estimated for all loci for the guide trees with
nuDNA loci rates of 0.1 relative to the mtDNA mutation rate.
In order to infer the relationship of lineage splitting times with Plio-Pleistocene climatic
events for both species groups, we used substitution rates for closely related taxa based on recent
empirical studies that utilized fossil-calibrated and/or biogeographical-calibrations to estimate
cytb substitution rates. For Hylomyscus we used a cytb rate of 0.025 substitutions site-1 Myr-1
estimated for the sister genus Praomys based on two African Murid fossil dates (Nicolas,
Missoup, et al. 2010). For Sylvisorex we chose 0.039 site-1 Myr-1, the mean of three different
recent cytb rate estimates from among several Soricid clades (Esselstyn & Brown 2009, Hope et
al. 2010). While these calibrations will likely be upwardly biased in coalescent-based species
tree applications because these previous studies ignoring gene-tree/species-tree discordance
(Edwards & Beerli 2000), we additionally apply slower rates to ascertain sensitivity to overall
conclusions.
For all *BEAST analyses, convergence of model parameters was assessed based on ESS
values > 200 and examination of trace files in Tracer v1.5. The initial 10% of each run were
discarded as burn-in and separate runs were combined in LogCombiner and the maximum clade
credibility tree was determined in TreeAnnotator.
Demographic history
Historical changes in population size were inferred for all independent lineages inferred
from BPP using the coalescent-based extended Bayesian skyline plot (EBSP) implemented in
BEAST for the combined mtDNA and nuDNA data. These analyses were performed for
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individual populations because the inclusion of multiple subdivided populations within the same
analysis can distort inference of effective population size changes (Navascués et al. 2010). The
same substitution rates that were used in the species tree analyses were used as reference rates
for cytb and intron rates were scaled to these for Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex lineages. The
substitution models for the different loci were estimated in TOPALi and 3-6 loci per lineage
were included in a given lineage analysis using an uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock. The
input file for the analyses was generated in BEAUTi using suggested prior settings from both the
EBSP authors and default settings, and two replicate runs of 100 million generations were run for
six Hylomyscus populations and eight Sylvisorex populations.
Test of synchronous isolation
The hierarchical approximate Bayesian computation software msBayes was used to
detect the possibility of synchronous divergences for species pairs from Hylomyscus and
Sylvisorex (Huang et al. 2011, Hickerson et al. 2013). We choose species pairs that bridged the
“Ugandan gap” (Fig. 5) that separates the AR from the KH, as this is the nearest major
biogeographic barrier separating the two sub-regions. Testing whether divergence pulses were
synchronous between the two sub-regions was conducted in two steps. First we estimated the
amount of temporal concordance in divergence and secondly, we estimated the timing of the two
divergence events conditional on the two divergences being asynchronous. We used a mean
substitution rate of 2% Myr-1 for cyt-b ( = 1% Myr-1 lineage substitution rate), but focus on
relative timings of divergence, thereby relaxing the assumption of any one particular rate (Stone
et al. 2012). The estimates of Ψ or Ω were obtained by msBayes using 5x106 simulated draws
from the prior (defined by U(0.0004, 0.1), U(0, 1.0), and U(0,0.025) for parameters θD, τ, and θA
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respectively) and a posterior sample of 1,000 with a post-acceptance adjustment using local
linear regression.
Species distribution models
To create species distribution models (SDMs), climate data from the present were used
and then these models were projected onto Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) climate estimates for
the same set of climatic variables. Current and LGM climate data were obtained from the
WorldClim database (Hijmans et al. 2005). Current climate layers at 2.5 arc-minute resolution
were used; although finer spatial resolution data are available, these data are not compatible with
the scale of the LGM data for use in subsequent analyses. LGM climate layers included the
community climate system model (CCSM; Collins and Bitz, 2006) and model for
interdisciplinary research on climate (MIROC; Watanabe et al. 2010) and are based on general
circulation model simulations. These models have climate layers available at 2.5 arc-minute (c. 5
x 5 km) spatial resolution.
Species occurrence data were obtained from FMNH Division of Mammals Collections
Database and the Global Biodiversity Information Facility database. The number of localities per
species group was 28 for Hylomyscus and 27 for Sylvisorex. All 19 of the bioclimatic variables
were used based on the lack of an empirical basis for generating a priori hypotheses that could
support the ranking of variable importance for this set of shrew and rodent taxa. In addition,
issues of potential changes in the correlations of variables across current and LGM climatic
models makes thinning of bioclimatic datasets problematic.
The program Maxent (Phillips et al. 2006) was used to develop current SDMs based on
the two sets of bioclimatic layers and these models were then projected onto the LGM datasets in
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order to predict distributions during the Last Glacial Maxima. Statistical evaluation of model
performance was carried out in Maxent by using the cross-validate replicate option set for five
runs. This generates different sets of localities for use in training and testing that were then
evaluated based on their respective AUC values. To delimit suitable current and LGM habitats
presence/absence maps were generated using the minimum training presence threshold in
ArcGIS.
RESULTS
Marker characteristics and gene tree phylogeography
The six nuclear introns and cytb locus sequenced for this study had a number of nuDNA
segregating sites that varied from 52-68 for Sylvisorex and 36-82 for Hylomyscus and mtDNA
that had 278 and 328 segregating sites, respectively. The number of variable sites for cytb was
highest for AR clades in both Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex (Table 3). Bayesian inference of
mtDNA trees strongly supports separation of KH populations from the AR for both Hylomyscus
and Sylvisorex (Appendix 1 Figs. 1 and 2). Within the AR, both species groups have gene trees
that support a divergent and geographically distinct clade restricted to the Ruwenzori Mts
consistent with current taxonomy. In addition, both species groups have reciprocally
monophyletic and sympatric cryptic populations that are strongly supported in the mtDNA gene
trees. Overall, the Sylvisorex group exhibits more structure and variation within AR clades
compared to the Hylomyscus group, while both species groups exhibit less structure among
Kenyan Highland clades on the basis of geographically delimited clades inferred in the cytb gene
trees (Appendix 1 Figs. 1 and 2).
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Within Hylomyscus, cytb nucleotide diversity (π) is 2-3 times higher in H. vulcanorum
widely distributed across the AR as compared to the smaller range H. denniae, restricted to
Ruwenzori Mts, and KH H. endorobae and H. cf. anselli populations. Within Sylvisorex AR
populations of S. vulcanorum have twice the nucleotide diversity of KH populations of S.
mundus which are distributed across an equivalent geographic area. In both these comparisons
the standard deviations indicate that the values of π are entirely non-overlapping and
significantly higher in the AR compared to KH.  Populations of Sylvisorex from Kahuzi-Biega
Mts and Itombwe Mts have lower genetic diversity, but are also substantially more range
restricted than the S. vulcanorum populations distributed across the central AR. Overall, levels of
mtDNA genetic diversity are greatest in the older and more topographically complex AR as
opposed populations from the more recent and less geomorphologically complex KH (Table 3).
Multilocus population delimitation
The Hylomyscus *BEAST guide tree based on 14 populations assigned according to
locality recovered the same major clades as previous morphological revisions of East African
Hylomyscus (Carleton and Stanley, 2005, Carleton et al. 2006); three H. denniae group species,
two H. anselli group species and one new putative H. sp. nov. Using the species tree from
*BEAST as a guide tree, BPP analysis supports H. endorobae from the KH and H. vulcanorum
and H. denniae from the AR as valid species within the H. denniae group. Within the H. anselli
group a new cryptic species, designated as H. cf. anselli, is strongly supported as sister to H.
anselli from the Mbizi Mts in Tanzania and H. arcimontensis from the E. Usambara Mts in NE
Tanzania (Fig. 7). All of these species have BPP posterior probabilities of 0.99 - 1.0 on the guide
tree. The two divergent sympatric lineages found in Mau Escarpment are supported as separate
isolated species (under the Biological Species Concept criteria employed in BPP).
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Similar to Hylomyscus, the Sylvisorex *BEAST tree based on localities supports the
assignment of 13 populations to the guide tree for shrews. Using this guide tree, BPP delimits six
species with Bayesian probabilities of 0.99 - 1.0 (Fig. 8), including two allopatric cryptic species
within S. vulcanorum from the AR (from the Itombwe and Kahuzi-Biega Mts) and two divergent
and well supported cryptic S. sp. nov. from the Rugege Highlands and SW Uganda that are
sympatric with S. vulcanorum. The two lineages from the Kahuzi-Biega Mts are allopatric by
locality within this montane block, although additional surveys may reveal areas of sympatry.
Major splits at the base of the species tree chronogram for Hylomyscus place divergences
between the H. denniae group, H. anselli group and H. stella within the Pliocene or even Late
Miocene if rates are twice as slow as previous estimates (1.25% vs 2.5% cytb
substitutions/site/My). A second cluster of diversification occurred within the H. denniae and H.
anselli groups during the early or mid-Pleistocene. Subsequent splits among populations within
the KH in H. endorobae and H. cf. anselli, and among ancestral lineages in the AR, fall broadly
within the LGM and well after earlier mid-Pleistocene diversifications. There is low node
support and very little structure among AR clades assigned to H. vulcanorum (Fig. 9).
Within Sylvisorex, the species tree chronogram inferred in *BEAST is well supported
overall and the basal split between the S. granti group and the two S. sp. nov. clades falls within
the Mid Miocene – Early Pliocene, 14 – 5 Ma if we apply both slow and fast rates of molecular
evolution. Applying both slow and fast rates, the subsequent round of diversification occurred
much more recently, commencing in the Early – Mid Pleistocene and continuing up until the
Late Pleistocene. It is necessary to note that there is considerable uncertainty in assumed
mutation rates (Nabholz et al. 2009, Ho et al. 2011), and therefore we emphasize time estimates
based on a broad range of assumed rates (Fig. 10).
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Test of synchronous isolation
The msBayes-based analysis of co-divergence did not yield strong posterior support for
synchronous divergence across species pairs, thereby supporting the divergences in the two
groups being shaped by different historical processes (Fig. 11). The estimate of the dispersion
index for divergence times, Ω, suggests asynchrony with 0.75 of the posterior probability
excluding values of Ω ≈ 0.0 that are diagnostic of the two divergences co-occurring. Likewise,
the estimate of Ψ (number of divergence times) yielded a posterior probability for 2 events that
was 0.77. Instead of a single diversification pulse across the Uganda gap between AR and KH
populations, these data suggest Late-Pliocene / Early-Pleistocene isolation of populations in the
H. denniae group and Mid-Pleistocene isolation of populations in the S. granti group, consistent
with the coalescent model-based *BEAST species tree.
Historical demography
The Extended Bayesian Skyline Plots (EBSP) show that all of the Hylomyscus and
Sylvisorex populations that we examined underwent population and/or geographic expansion
during the late Pleistocene, although 95% HPD intervals for effective population size are broad
overall (Fig. 12). We preface these results with the recognition that EBSPs (and skyline plots in
general) can be over-interpreted, that the timing of population events from derived molecular
clock calibrations can lead to parameter overestimation, and that demographic signal from preLGM populations cannot be assumed to indicate flat demographic trends further back in
population history (Grant et al. 2012). Between species groups, a striking pattern of pronounced
unimodal population expansion is apparent across all Hylomyscus populations while less
pronounced population expansion is inferred among Sylvisorex populations. When comparing
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major biogeographic regions, populations from montane Kenya in both species groups are
inferred to have expanded much more recently than populations from forests in the AR, although
both regions have expansions that fall within the last glacial period (commencing c. 110 Kya). In
terms of current effective population size, the two most broadly distributed AR clades, H.
vulcanorum and S. vulcanorum sensu stricto, are inferred to have population sizes about an order
of magnitude higher than any other populations, and this is consistent with the larger ranges of
these taxa.
Species distribution modeling
The model for Hylomyscus taxa using test data under the five-fold cross-validation
procedure generated an adjusted AUC testing ratio of 0.992, which is significantly higher than
expected under a random model. Spatial predication for current climate shows areas with high
suitability in higher elevations of both the AR and KH, as well as fragmentation of suitable
habitat into two distinct regions of the AR and four distinct regions of the Kenya Highlands (Fig.
13). These areas are more patchily distributed in Kenya. The Ruwenzori Mts in the AR are
distinctly isolated from adjacent highlands. The combined palaeo-distribution models projected
back to the LGM show significant restriction of suitable habitat throughout the Eastern
Afromontane region, particularly in Kenya, and both major regions are distinctly isolated from
each other.
The model for Sylvisorex taxa also had a highly significant AUC testing ratio (0.997).
Spatial predication for suitable habitat based on current climate shows strong restriction to higher
elevations as well as fragmentation of suitable habitat into two to three distinct regions of the AR
and four distinct regions of the Kenya Highlands (Fig. 13). The combined paleo-distribution
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models show moderate compression of suitable habitat at the LGM, particularly in the AR. The
AR and KH regions are distinctly isolated from each other at both the present and LGM. Overall,
the models for Sylvisorex indicate more pervasive isolation across unsuitable habitats than for
Hylomyscus.
Both of these distribution maps indicate persistence of suitable habitat within sub-regions
of the AR and KH for both focal taxa during the LGM, thus supporting the existence of at least
some climatically stable fragments of montane forest. This is concordant with the divergent and
well-structured lineages restricted to the Ruwenzori Mts, the remainder of the AR, and the KH,
respectively, as well as the presence of relatively old and cryptically divergent montane forest
associated taxa in both genera. The greater compression of suitable habitat for shrews at the
LGM is consistent with the higher number of divergent lineages among shrews.
DISCUSSION
Our coalescent multi-locus approach to population delimitation and population-level
phylogenetic inference reveals the persistence of multiple Afromontane populations across a
climatic gradient that runs from the AR at the edge of the Congo Basin rainforest in the west to
Kenyan montane forest isolates in the east, where montane rainforests grade into semi-arid
savanna at lower elevations. Previous data based on species distributions (Kingdon 1981,
Prigogine 1987) led to proposals that AR montane forest served as a climatically stable refugial
region for both relictual taxa and recently derived groups. It is less known to what extent
montane forests and associated fauna persisted in the KH, although good data exist that support
the strong impact of Plio-Pleistocene climatic fluctuations on regional aridification and habitat
shifts. Data from this study support the persistence of Kenya Highland montane Hylomyscus and
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Sylvisorex populations throughout the Pleistocene and reveal cryptic divergence within the S.
granti species group as well as in more deeply divergent sister taxa in both species groups.
Diversification and persistence of Afromontane small mammals
The climatic and geomorphologic history of Africa has been particularly well studied, in
part because of the large impact climate is believed to have had on the evolution of hominids
(Chorowicz, 2005, Partridge 2010). This detailed record allows for comparison of patterns of
genetic diversity in the focal taxa with major events that structured East African landscape
history. Historical data (e.g. sediments, pollen cores, fossils and paleobotanical evidence)
indicate that tropical Africa underwent a drying trend in the Miocene that fragmented panAfrican forests and initiated the transition from forests to grasslands, with significant
diversification pulses in African rain forest trees at 8 Ma and 5 Ma potentially coinciding with
vicariance associated with forest fragmentation (Jacobs et al. 1999, Couvreur et al. 2008).
Subsequent development of periodically cooler and drier African conditions commenced during
the late-Pliocene, and this overall drying trend was punctuated with humid phases. During xeric
phases, both lowland and montane forest cover was significantly reduced across tropical Africa
with peak periods of aridification at 2.8, 1.7 and 1.0 Ma (deMenocal, 2004, Cowling et al. 2007).
Humid forest expansion followed these arid phases in East Africa, and during these mesic
intervals it is presumed that forest cover descended to lower elevations in montane Africa and
may have created forested corridors between presently disjunct montane sky islands. During the
LGM, data supports fragmentation of equatorial African rainforests peaking at maximum aridity
at 16,000-14,000 ka (Odado and Olago 2005), followed by expansion during the Holocene.
Bioclimatic modeling inferred an 84% reduction in the forest cover of the Congo basin during
this period (Anhuf et al. 2006).
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The species tree analysis for both Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex strongly supports the
hypothesis of sympatric congener sister taxa being much more deeply divergent than allopatric
species pairs within both genera. Dated phylogenies (Figs. 4 and 5) place the timing of
divergence among currently sympatric lineages within the late Miocene for KH Hylomyscus and
AR Sylvisorex. The two new cryptic allopatric Sylvisorex lineages from the Albertine Rift that
are strongly supported as new species by BPP are estimated to have separated from S.
vulcanorum within the late-Pleistocene. The other members of the Hylomyscus denniae and
Sylvisorex granti species groups all have allopatric distributions and have divergence times from
sister taxa that date from the early to late-Pleistocene, well after the divergence estimates for
currently sympatric sister taxa. These major splits coincide with the time when Africa
experienced the onset of strong aridification and forest diversification pulses at 8 Ma and 5 Ma.
These times also correspond well to geomorphological changes in the KH during the late
Miocene that cut off rainfall from the Indian Ocean to the east and may have isolated the AR
from the Kenyan Highlands through alteration of drainage patterns that linked the two regions
(Fjeldså and Lovett, 1997). The return of more mesic conditions in the Late Pliocene would have
allowed range expansion of incipient species before the onset of intense drying and cooling at the
beginning of the Pleistocene.
Phylogenetic analyses coupled with paleo- and contemporary distribution models
strongly support the hypothesis that the Kenyan Highlands maintained at least fragments of
suitable habitat during the LGM, as well as during the less severe climatic fluctuations that
preceded it during the late Pleistocene, using LGM habitat availability as a proxy for these earlier
events. Species tree chronograms support persistent isolation of KH Hylomyscus lineages that
was initiated during the early to mid-Pleistocene, whereas persistent KH Sylvisorex lineages
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were isolated since the late Pleistocene, although dates of initial colonization of the KH could
have preceded this. Additionally, there is now evidence based on SDMs that the Ugandan gap
was not suitable habitat for either taxon during past arid intervals or the present. The second
period of diversification commencing at c. 2 Ma for Hylomyscus and c.1 Ma for Sylvisorex, is
coincident with the onset of widespread fragmentation of African wet tropical forest and an
increase in xeric vegetation in NE Africa (Feakins et al. 2013). Results from the msBayes
analysis testing for synchronous isolation of Kenyan lineages from Albertine lineages across the
Uganda gap place the isolation of these two regions earlier in the Pleistocene for Hylomyscus,
but are also informative about the long term persistence of both taxa in the eastern Highlands and
extend support for the species tree inference.
Phylogeographic structuring dates to no earlier than the Pleistocene for both groups, and
range fragmentation or isolation during the LGM for Hylomyscus are supported even under a
conservatively slow substitution rate. Species delimitation infers significantly less splitting of
cryptic and evolutionarily independent populations in Hylomyscus compared to Sylvisorex, and
skyline plots show support for more recent, significant population expansion in Hylomyscus as
well. The distinct evolutionary responses of these two groups to historical environmental change
may reflect distinct ecological responses to shared environmental conditions. The most strongly
forest-associated taxon, Hylomyscus is also hypothesized to be less tolerant of climatic shifts that
result in loss of tree cover, and this is consistent with both their greater recent population
expansions and their less spatially structured lineages throughout their range. For Sylvisorex, a
pattern of greater intraspecific genetic structure and seen in the species tree is supported by SDM
analysis, which indicates stronger response by Sylvisorex to unfavorable climate conditions in
the LGM relative to Hylomyscus. Shrews have less dispersal potential and significantly shorter
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starvation times than mice, which is consistent with greater historic range fragmentation and
subsequent differentiation in more deeply structured lineages among Kenyan and Albertine Rift
populations.
Identification of cryptic lineages
Our multiple-loci data are able to identify several new lineages in co-distributed
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex species groups, as well as two much more divergent cryptic species
that had been previously incorrectly assigned to the S. granti group, on the basis of strong
support from coalescent-based species delimitation and species tree inference. Subsets of these
cryptic taxa are supported by additional data including morphology (unpublished data) and
distribution (allopatry vs. sympatry), but for the present we withhold assigning species status
pending further analysis and instead emphasize strong support based on multi-locus molecular
data. The discovery of divergent cryptic lineages in both the AR and the KH is consistent with
long-term persistence and lack of extinction in both of these ecoregions. These patterns are also
reflected in independent data for species distributions based on LGM climate projections using
two different general circulation models. The broad geographic inter- and intra-lineage sampling
of this study are likely to have captured much of the genetic and geographic diversity of these
groups and rules against these delimitations being the result of incomplete sampling across an
isolation-by-distance genetic gradient (Carstens & Knowles 2007, Harrington & Near 2012).
Simulations have shown that modest numbers of individuals and loci (5-10) across a broad range
of diversification histories can robustly delimit independent evolutionary lineages (Camargo et
al. 2012, Fujita et al. 2012). While the number of loci across the two species group falls below
this range, the nuDNA markers supported many of the geographically-defined haplogroups
resolved by the more variable mtDNA sequences.
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Cryptic lineage diversification
The newly identified cryptic Sylvisorex lineage is entirely sympatric across the AR with
its AR congeners. The cryptic Hylomyscus lineage is sympatric only in Mau Escarpment where
western Kenya distributed H. cf. anselli overlaps the range of H. endorobae from eastern Kenya
whose range extends across the Gregory Rift valley, a biogeographic barrier for some Kenyan
mammals (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2009b). The varying degrees of sympatry between the two
groups may reflect the longer time since divergence among the two principal shrew lineages
compared to the more recent divergence of H. cf. anselli in western Kenya from its sister in
Tanzania and Zambia to the south, which may indicate more recent colonization of Kenya by the
anselli lineage. Coalescent species delimitation supports more pervasive isolation of putative
independent evolutionary lineages in the AR in comparison to lineages restricted to the KH.
There may be a relationship between the higher genetic diversity in AR lineages and reduced
rates of extinction or local extirpation of this sub-region for both groups and the regional pattern
of support for putative species in more recently diverged lineages within the AR.
Previous comparative and wide-ranging single-taxon phylogeographic studies of montane
regions of Eastern Africa have primarily focused on the better sampled Eastern Arc Mountains of
Tanzania (Bowie et al. 2004, 2006, Kahindo et al. 2007, Voelker et al. 2010, Lawson, 2010,
Fuchs et al. 2011), a climatically stable center of endemism that has been characterized as
harboring paleo-endemic lineages whose divergences predate the Pleistocene. While several of
these studies included populations of wide-ranging taxa whose distribution extends to the AR
and KH, none had broad sampling across multiple groups in these regions. Coalescent analyses
as well as SDMs strongly supported the persistence of multiple lineages in the Kenyan Highlands
and offer clear support for this region as climatically stable, despite the more recent geological
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origins of these mountains dating from the Pliocene – Mid-Pleistocene as compared to either the
Eastern Arc Mountains or the Albertine Rift.
Drivers of local endemism
Studies have shown that macroecological models based on current climatic and
environmental conditions are insufficient to account for the high levels of endemism in global
biodiversity hotspots, which are characterized by the spatial coincidence of both small and
medium-sized range species with narrow ecological tolerances and species with wide ranges and
broader ecological tolerances (Jetz et al. 2004, Fjeldså et al. 2012). This pattern is particularly
apparent in African montane tropical forests where high levels of biodiversity may have been
driven by the persistence of relictual lineages and lowered extinction rates due to long term
climatic and habitat stability. The elevated rates of speciation in recently derived lineages could
also be driven by narrow ecological tolerances resulting from the reduced seasonality of montane
tropical habitats at local scales. Both of these forces, long term stability due to topographic
complexity as well as elevated speciation driven by habitat specialization across steep habitat
gradients, would account for the high species richness of Afromontane endemics. This model has
been proposed for the climatically stable Eastern Arc Mountains of Tanzania (Tolley et al. 2011)
as well as the AR where high elevation montane forest may have persisted since the late Miocene
This model may be applicable to the KH to the east as well.
The varying degree of specialization to Afromontane environments reflected in both
groups, as well as ecological and life history traits, are reflected in their different demographic
responses to shifts in forest cover. The coalescent ABC analysis strongly rejected simultaneous
divergence of these two groups across the Uganda gap between AR and KH, instead favoring
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two different divergence events at different time scales. Climate driven changes are associated
with these divergence events, as well the subsequent period of diversification within each region
and species complex that is associated with the late Pleistocene, where both groups are inferred
to have multiple divergence events. Trans-AR-KH persistence reaching back to the Pliocene for
eastern Kenyan populations of Hylomyscus, along with western Kenyan extinction and
recolonization/divergence from the Southern Highlands of Tanzania, Malawi and Zambia during
the mid-Pleistocene in Hylomyscus, are both consistent with these mice being more forest
restricted than Sylvisorex shrews and responding earlier to dramatic forest fragmentation. The
higher levels of genetic structure and cryptic diversity apparent in Cis-AR-KH shrews are
consistent with their much poorer colonization abilities compared to rodents. In addition, this
pattern has recently been uncovered in other species which are weak dispersers and presumably
diverged in refugial regions, although at various time-scales (e.g. Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2009a,
Tolley et al. 2011, Greenbaum et al. 2011).
Conclusions
Coalescent-based species delimitation estimates several cryptic species in both more
deeply diverged and moderately differentiated lineages. These analyses revealed strongly
supported cryptic species in both Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex, sympatric with their congeners. It
appears these lineages first diverged in allopatry, and their respective ranges expanded into
sympatry where reproductive isolation has been maintained. A regional pattern of recent rapid
divergence of both groups in montane forests of Kenya may be in part accounted for by elevated
local extinctions driven by more extreme climatic fluctuations and a strong climatic gradient
forcing allopatry after post-extinction colonizations.
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The differences in genetic structure and timing and extent of population splits in the AR
between mice and shrews are consistent with lower dispersal ability in shrews and presumably
their stronger responses to major environmental fluctuations. These data support proposals that
climatic stability in long-term montane refugia drives diversification across broad regions,
particularly between older lineages spanning major climatic gradients. The patterns of higher
levels of phylogenetic and evolutionary diversity in both AR groups are consistent with a long
evolutionary history of regional isolation. Parapatric sister taxa present within the same mountain
block whose divergence pre-dates the LGM support this hypothesis.
Within the KH, forests were presumably stable enough to maintain both species groups
from at least the mid-Pleistocene to as far back as the Pliocene, despite the more recent age of
these mountains as well as their position within a more arid landscape along a west – east
gradient of increasing aridity. The shallower genetic structure of Kenyan Highland populations,
coupled with strong support for population differentiation at recent time-scales, suggests greater
severity of forest contractions in the east as well as stronger post-fragmentation isolation across
montane isolates in this region.
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Table 3. Genetic summary statistics for major cytb lineages within Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex
focal taxa. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
Lineage	
  

Distribution	
  

Samples	
   Variable	
  
Sites	
  
56	
  
65	
  

Haplotypes	
   Haplotype  
diversity  
40	
  
0.986	
  (0.006)	
  

H. vulcanorum

Albertine Rift

H. denniae

15	
  

10	
  

7	
  

0.867	
  (0.057)	
  

H. endorobae

Ruwenzori
Mts.
eastern Kenya	
  

25	
  

20	
  

12	
  

0.900	
  (0.042)	
  

H. cf. anselli	
  

western Kenya

41	
  

16	
  

14	
  

0.870	
  (0.034)	
  

S. vulcanorum

Albertine Rift

19	
  

45	
  

14	
  

0.953	
  (0.036)	
  

S.	
  cf.	
  
vulcanorum 1	
  
S.	
  cf.	
  
vulcanorum 2	
  
S. mundus

Kahuzi-Biega
Mts.
Itombwe Mts.

6	
  

8	
  

5	
  

0.933	
  (0.122)	
  

10	
  

13	
  

7	
  

0.867	
  (0.107)	
  

Kenya
Highlands
Rugege
Highlands
Ruwenzori
Mts. &
Kigezi
Highlands	
  

47	
  

33	
  

18	
  

0.913	
  ((0.024)	
  

8	
  

13	
  

5	
  

0.857	
  (0.108)	
  

9	
  

23	
  

6	
  

0.833	
  (0.127)	
  

S. sp. nov. 1
S. sp. nov. 2	
  

	
  

Nucleotide  
diversity	
  
0.0062	
  
(0.0003)	
  
0.0025	
  
(0.0004)	
  
0.0026	
  
(0.0004)	
  
0.0019	
  
(0.0002)	
  
0.0086	
  
(0.0007)	
  
0.0028	
  
(0.0010)	
  
0.0034	
  
(0.0008)	
  
0.0044	
  
(0.0003)	
  
0.0042	
  
(0.0007)	
  
0.0090	
  
(0.0015)	
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Figure 5. Topographic map of East Africa showing major montane regions and sampling sites for
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex used in this study. Mountain blocks/ranges mentioned in the text are
included on the map.
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Figure 6. Illustration of alternative hypotheses of sub-regional climatic stability based on species
distribution models for habitat suitability and associated phylogenetic patterns of divergence
between Albertine Rift and Kenya Highlands species pairs. Grey shading indicates suitable
habitat for focal taxa. For H2a we note that it is also possible that the Albertine Rift was recently
colonized by focal taxa from the Kenyan Highlands (not depicted).
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Figure 7. *BEAST species tree for Hylomyscus inferred using nuclear intron and cytb
mitochondrial data. Numbers above branches are posterior probability values. Taxa with
speciation probabilities > 0.98 from BPP analysis are indicated by enclosing rectangles.
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Figure 8. *BEAST species tree for Sylvisorex inferred using nuclear intron and cytb
mitochondrial data. Numbers above branches are posterior probability values. Taxa with
speciation probabilities > 0.98 from BPP analysis are indicated by enclosing rectangles.
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Figure 9. Chronogram inferred for Hylomyscus under a relaxed molecular clock implemented in
*BEAST. Nodal bars are 95% highest posterior densities for age estimates. Median node ages
are indicated adjacent to nodes. The grey shading delimits the Pleistocene. Arrows indicate
timing of isolation of taxa from the Kenyan Highlands from the Albertine Rift and Tanzanian
Highlands.
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Figure 10. Chronogram inferred for Sylvisorex under a relaxed molecular clock implemented in
*BEAST. Nodal bars are 95% highest posterior densities for age estimates. Median node ages
are indicated adjacent to nodes. The grey shading delimits the Pleistocene. Arrows indicate
timing of isolation of taxa from the Kenyan Highlands from the Albertine Rift.
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Figure 11. The posterior divergence time estimates between the Kenyan Highlands and the
Albertine Rift in the H. denniae and S. granti groups. The posterior probability distributions of
the synchronous single-pulse scenario and independent single taxon divergence times with the
shading intensities conditional on the posterior probability of the associated value of Ψ. The two
time scales correspond to 1% (above) and 2% (below) rates of DNA mutation at the cytb gene.
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Figure 12. Extended Bayesian Skyline Plots for Hylomyscus populations (left) and Sylvisorex
populations (right) showing mean and 95% HPD changes in effective population size (Ne) over
time, indicated as millions of years ago.
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Figure 13. The predicted distributions of Hylomyscus (left) and Sylvisorex (right) inferred using
threshold criteria in MAXENT. A) Predicted current distributions with triangles indicating georeferenced localities, B) predicted distributions at LGM using a combined CCSM / MIROC
model and C) orange indicates post LGM expansion and blue indicates post LGM contraction of
predicated distribution.
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CHAPTER 3
Divergence with gene flow between multiple Quaternary refugia in Afromontane mammals
revealed by genome-wide population genetic RAD-Seq
INTRODUCTION
Accurate assessment of species diversity is fundamental to understanding the
evolutionary processes that generate and maintain biodiversity as well as identifying regions of
global importance in order to protect that diversity (Fujita et al. 2012, Costello et al. 2012). Over
the last 10 years considerable progress has been made in delimiting and categorizing the global
biodiversity hotspots based on species richness, endemism and habitat loss (Brooks et al. 2004,
Kuper et al. 2004). However, there is still a critical need for accurate quantification of genetic
structure as a basis for further exploration of regional patterns of taxonomic diversity, and
particularly the delimitation of cryptic taxa in the understudied Eastern Afromontane biodiversity
hotspot (EABH). The EABH encompassing the Albertine Rift Mts (AR), Kenya Highlands (KH)
and Eastern Arc Mts of east central Africa holds the second greatest concentration of mammalian
diversity on earth (Ceballos et al. 2005). Ongoing taxonomic and phylogeographic research
continues to uncover newly described species and divergent cryptic lineages (Huhndorf et al.
2007, Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2010, Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2013a, Kerbis Peterhans et al. 2013b,
Demos et al. 2014a, 2014b). However, determining how climatic and ecological processes drive
population isolation and structure is necessary to better understand regional patterns of species
diversity.
Recently, the first mammalian multi-locus comparative phylogeographic study of the
EABH supported the persistence of currently disjunct shrew and rodent populations distributed
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across the AR and KH over multiple Pleistocene climatic shifts while also uncovering previously
unrecognized cryptic diversity in several Sylvisorex shrew and Hylomyscus mouse lineages.
Demos et al. (2014a) presented evidence supporting differing patterns of regional sub-division
and demographic expansion across focal taxa consistent with differing life-histories as well as
shared responses to regional variation in habitat suitability across a climatic gradient (i.e. more
mesic AR vs. more xeric KH). Bayesian coalescent species delimitation (Yang & Rannala 2010)
based on 2-3 nuclear loci/focal taxa also strongly supported multiple previously unrecognized
cryptic lineages as evolutionarily significant (putative species).
However, we regard these findings as only provisional in defining the population
structure and demographic history of these co-distributed montane endemics. First, these
inferences are based on a small number of loci (3-6) which limits accuracy (Felsenstein 2006,
Edwards 2009). Second, it has been shown that measures of population structure vary across the
genome so that the degree and pattern of population differentiation may not be visible in datasets
that sample only small regions of the genome and exclude differentially adapted genomic
regions. (Weir et al. 2005, Nosil et al. 2009, Via 2012, Roux et al. 2013). Finally, careful
population delineation is critical for meaningful phylogenetic, comparative phylogeographic, and
community ecological analysis, in contrast to ad hoc assignment of individuals to groups that
could lead to hazardous biases in downstream analyses. The problem of determining population
assignment is particularly acute in the tropics (Mora et al. 2011) where there are morphologically
conservative taxa that harbor pervasive cryptic taxa due to histories of prolonged isolation in
areas of regional bioclimatic stability (Padial et al. 2010, Leache et al. 2014). These issues are
pervasive even within well-studied vertebrate groups such as mammals where new species are
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regularly described, but regions of exceptional diversity remain understudied (Ceballos &
Ehrlich 2009).
Population genetics and phylogeography have undergone a revolution based on the
recently acquired ability to generate highly-resolved levels of inference from natural population
samples of non-model taxa that were not previously possible. Recent advances include both
high-throughput-sequencing that can sample vast numbers of loci across entire multiple genomes
at relatively low cost as well as new computational and bioinformatics resources required to
handle these large volumes of genomic sequence data (Holsinger 2010). Among genotyping by
sequencing (GBS) techniques, the use of restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (from here
onwards: RAD-Seq), where restriction enzymes are used to fragment the genome followed by
the use of high-throughput-sequencing to generate large numbers of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNP) markers (Baird et al. 2008, Davey et al. 2011), is particularly well-suited
to the generation of unlinked markers for inferring recent phylogeographic events. These
markers sample polymorphisms across the genome and are thus impacted by a wide-range of
evolutionary processes including variation in mutation, selection, drift and recombination. This
data is highly amenable to multi-locus methods that incorporate the stochastic nature of the
coalescent process. SNPs generated by RAD-Seq have the advantage of accommodating various
assumptions of linkage equilibrium and marker independence, while also allowing for explicit
testing of models of evolutionary change and fine-scale resolution of geographic structure across
natural populations (Excoffier et al. 2013).
This study uses high-throughput-sequencing to investigate genome-wide patterns of
population structure and differentiation within and between two co-distributed EABH montaneendemic species complexes. Within the Hylomyscus denniae complex (African montane wood
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mouse) we obtained RAD-Seq genomic data from H. denniae, H. vulcanorum, H. endorobae and
H. kerbispeterhansi individuals that were sampled from 8 mountain ranges (populations) across
the Albertine Rift and Kenya Highlands. In addition, data within the Sylvisorex granti complex
(Grant’s forest shrew) from the S. granti, S. vulcanorum and S. mundus members of the complex
was obtained from the same 8 mountain ranges as for Hylomyscus as well as two additional
mountain ranges (Figs. 14, 15 & 16).
The resulting data (56,194 SNPs in Hylomyscus and 52,580 SNPs in Sylvisorex in
complete matrices) allow us to explore Pleistocene refugial population structure and pulses of
admixture, as well as characterize genetic variation across the entire range of two co-distributed
African montane endemics. We use these data to test two sets of hypotheses in relation to
varying historic climatic and geomorphological forces and life histories across sub-regions (AR
vs. KH) and taxa (Hylomyscus vs. Sylvisorex), respectively.
First, both paleo-climatic and geological data from a large number of studies support the
Albertine Rift as older, more topographically complex, and more climatically stable than the
Kenya Highlands to the east (e.g., deMenocal & Peter 2004, Sepulchre et al. 2006, Cowling et
al. 2007), although there is some evidence that the uplift of the eastern (Kenyan) Rift may be
substantially older than previously estimated (Wichura et al. 2010, Roberts et al. 2012). Based
on these data, we test the hypothesis that small mammal populations from the AR will exhibit
greater genetic diversity, population structure, and cryptic phylogenetic diversity than
populations from the KH. Second, if the much faster starvation times and limited dispersal
abilities of shrews relative to rodents (Nowack 1999) limit successful colonization of new habitat
and/or increase sensitivity to range-wide habitat fragmentation in ecologically and
topographically complex montane regions (sensu (Fjeldså et al. 2012), then we hypothesize that
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Sylvisorex lineages will have experienced greater genetic differentiation and/or retention of older
lineages within more geographically restricted areas than co-distributed Hylomyscus lineages.
These results provide a foundation for subsequent study of the partitioning of genetic variation
across the Eastern Afromontane region for other co-distributed small mammal taxa and also
comparison to previous evolutionary genetic studies of small mammal populations from this
region.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection and DNA extraction
We sampled populations of Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex from 8 and 9 montane blocks
across the Eastern Afromontane region, respectively. Within the Albertine Rift and Kenya
Highlands, members of the H. denniae and S. granti complexes are co-distributed on every
mountain. Samples included a total of 7 mountain ranges that contained representatives of both
genera. At the 7 localities where there are samples from both taxa, the sample size ranges from
2-4. All specimens and tissue samples are housed at the Field Museum of Natural History –
Chicago (FMNH). Total genomic DNA was isolated from muscle tissue using DNeasy Animal
Tissues kit (Qiagen) after muscle tissue was digested overnight and treated with RNAse A
including subsequent steps according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All samples were equalized
to 20 ng/uL based on Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and genomic
DNA quality was checked by visual inspection on an agarose gel. Ten micrograms of highquality genomic DNA per individual was submitted to Floragenex Inc. (Eugene, OR) for library
preparation and high-throughput sequencing.
RAD library preparation and SNP genotyping
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Library preparation and sequencing of RAD markers from genomic DNA was performed
by Floragenex following the methods outlined in Baird et al. (2008), Hohenlohe et al. (2011) and
Emerson et al. (2010). Individual sample specific identifier barcodes and sequencing adaptors
were ligated to total genomic DNA which was digested using a high-fidelity SbfI restriction
enzyme and barcoded with 5-base pair sequence tags. The resulting fragments were sequenced
from the enzyme cut sites. Samples were multiplexed on 3 lanes of Illumina HiSeq 2000
platform for generation of single-end reads. Samples were de-multiplexed, separated by
individual, and barcode sequences removed resulting in RAD tags of 90 basepairs. Sequences
were aligned to de novo RAD pseudo-reference genomes for each genus.
The two RAD references came from a single individual per genus after preliminary
analysis showed which had the greatest number of unique RAD tag clusters. Custom perl scripts
were used to cluster 100% identical sequences represented by 5-500x coverage. Reads for each
individual were next aligned to the RAD pseudo-reference genome using BOWTIE (Langmead
et al. 2009), using sequence quality information that allowed a three mismatch maximum.
Alignment to no more than one reference region per read was allowed. SAMTOOLS algorithms
(Li et al. 2009) and custom Floragenex scripts were used to detect SNPs and call genotypes.
Initial filters for genotyping required a minimum Phred quality score of 15, a minimum of 4x, 6x
or 10x sequence coverage, and a minimum of 65-85% of the population genotyped across
samples, resulting in 3 different genotyped datasets that were tabulated and formatted in the
variant call format (Danecek et al. 2011). We note that because individuals lacking restriction
enzyme recognition sites on either chromosome as a result of polymorphisms or restriction
fragment will not be targeted by a given enzyme, the RAD-Seq method may result in
downwardly biased estimates of population variability (Arnold et al. 2013). In contrast however,
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Davey et al. (Davey et al. 2013) have shown that if sufficient depth of sequencing coverage is
achieved, coupled with conservative filtering criteria, then RAD loci present no difficulties for
downstream genetic analysis that are not already widely known.
Data quality and coverage filtering
We used the relaxed filter applied by Floragenex to call genotypes (i.e. q > 15, 4x
coverage, and 65% population coverage) and applied our own custom filtering pipeline in order
to minimize both false positive genotype detection of heterozygotes and the impact of paralogous
regions. VCFtools was used to retain only those SNPs for which a minimum and maximum of 2
alleles were present. Sequencing coverage was > 1.5 standard deviations above mean coverage
across all RAD tags coverage (77x coverage for mouse, 108x coverage for shrew). We consider
this as a conservative filter, which accounts for dataset coverage rather than using an ad hoc
cutoff for excess coverage. The R software package (R Development Core Team 2004) was used
to further filter out those SNPs that were not polymorphic within a given ingroup and where the
ancestral state of an outgroup couldn’t be determined unambiguously (i.e. no heterozygotes were
retained in an outgroup). Finally, all SNPs that had < 8x coverage and Phred scores < q 20 were
removed. An additional set of filters was carried out to generate complete matrices that contained
one random SNP per RAD locus for both genera at the species complex and individual species
levels. This was done to minimize linkage disequilibrium for downstream analyses that assume
independence among loci. Only bi-allelic SNPs were included in order to simplify the
calculations and fit the assumptions of the software utilized for the analyses.
SNP analysis
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We sampled between 1-4 individuals per locale from the Hylomyscus denniae group (H.
denniae, H. endorobae and H. vulcanorum) and the Sylvisorex granti species group (S. granti, S.
vulcanorum and S. mundus) as well as two closely related outgroups per species group. Within
Kenya, a newly described species of Hylomyscus from another Hylomyscus species group sister
to the H. denniae is co-distributed with Sylvisorex across western Kenya (Demos et al. 2014a). In
order to compare population structure and demography within this region of Kenya, we also
sampled from 2 populations from this group. For both shrews and mice samples were obtained
from across the entire geographic distribution of both species groups and, when possible, where
both species are known to be co-distributed. Mice and shrews were sampled from 8 and 9
montane blocks, respectively (Fig. 14). Within the Albertine Rift and Kenya Highlands the H.
denniae and S. granti complexes are co-distributed on the majority of mountain ranges sampled
to date (Figs. 15 & 16).
Population genetic analyses
Summary statistics (He, Fst) were estimated using components of the VCFtools v4.0
package. To evaluate the validity of putative populations defined by their sampling location, we
inferred population structuring through a principal component analysis (PCA) using the software
SmartPCA (Patterson et al. 2006) in EIGENSOFT v4.2. PCA was performed with default setting
for both focal species groups. Because missing data can bias inference of population structure if
the missing data is itself structured (Patterson et al. 2006) we only used complete SNP matrices
for both focal taxa (Hylomyscus denniae complex and species therein n = 56,194; Sylvisorex
granti complex and species therein n = 52,580).
We further examined population structure using the population clustering method
implemented in sNMF (Frichot et al. 2014), a new method for estimating individual ancestry
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coefficients that accommodates large population genomic data sets through the use of an
efficient likelihood algorithm without loss of accuracy. We estimated ancestry coefficients across
a range of K (number of population clusters) from 1–11 for the Sylvisorex group and 1–8 for the
Hylomyscus group, based on the number of sampled mountain ranges plus one for each genus.
Separate analyses were carried out for individual species distributed on two or more montane
blocks across a range of K. Ten replicates were run for every value of K for both the inter- and
intra-specific data sets. Cluster membership coefficients were identified using the cross-entropy
criterion implemented in sNMF based on the prediction of masked genotypes (5% of the data
set) to evaluate the error of ancestry estimation and guide choice of the best supported number of
ancestral populations. Variance across runs of the cross-entropy statistic was evaluated by
carrying out 10 replicates for every K value. sNMF results were visualized in R (R Development
Core Team 2004) across a range of estimated populations. To further visualize population
structure we used the Neighbor-Net algorithm (Bryant & Moulton 2004) implemented in the
program SplitsTree v4.13 (Huson & Bryant 2006) to generate phylogenetic networks of alleles.
Supports for inferred splits in the network were assessed using 1000 bootstrap replicates.
In order to find the population graph that best described the relationships among
populations in the datasets for both focal taxa, we used the software TreeMix (Pickrell &
Pritchard 2012), that indicates pairs of populations that are candidates for admixture events. This
method uses genomic-scale allele frequency data to find the best-supported maximum-likelihood
tree for a set of populations and then infers admixture (migration events) through identification
of populations that have a poor fit to the tree. Splits are represented as nodes in the resulting
maximum likelihood tree population, branch lengths are proportional to divergence time and the
degree of genetic drift populations have undergone, and migration events are represented by
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edges that connect populations with admixture from ancestral populations. We first generated a
maximum-likelihood graph with no migration events and then tested for a range of migration
events (n = 1–6 within Hylomyscus; n = 1–10 within Sylvisorex) for populations within both
focal species groups including the closest known outgroup in both analyses. The best-supported
number of migration events was inferred by dividing the residual covariance between each pair
of populations, i and j, by the average standard error across all pairs. The statistical significance
of these migration events was then quantified using jackknifed estimates of the Wald statistic.
This allows for the calculation of a p-value which indicates whether a hypothesized migration
event improves the fit of the model to the data. Because the TreeMix model is heavily
parameterized, the program authors caution against placing strict confidence on p-values
generated in the program for estimating the best supported number of migration events and
recommend implementation of the three-population test using the f3 statistic (Reich et al. 2009)
and the four-population test using the f4 statistic. These tests were carried out and compared with
the Wald migration edge p-value.
Population trees from SNPs were inferred using SNAPP (SNP and AFLP Package for
Phylogenetic analysis). SNAPP, part of BEAST 2.0, is a software for inferring population trees
and demography from independent bi-allelic markers (Bryant et al. 2012). This package
implements a full coalescent model to integrate over all possible gene trees rather than sampling
them explicitly. SNAPP was run for at least 1,000,000 generations with sampling every 1000
generations. Posterior parameter convergence was assessed using Tracer version 1.5
(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/tracer/). All parameters had effective sample size (ESS) values
> 100. Convergence of the posterior topology was assessed visually from trace plots. After
removal of the first 20% of sampled trees as burnin, maximum clade credibility trees were
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generated with TreeAnnotator using BEAST 2.0. No estimate of nuclear mutation rate is
available for Hylomyscus or Sylvisorex, so we used the mutation rate 1.0 × 10−8 per year
estimated from divergence in mammals (Roach et al. 2010, Freedman et al. 2014) and assumed a
generation time of one year.
RESULTS
SNP data quality and processing
We obtained a total of 143,726,000 single-end Illumina reads of 90 bp length from 28
individuals within Hylomyscus and 238,291,000 single-end reads from 31 individuals within
Sylvisorex. After performing secondary filtering requirements as well as the additional
requirement that sites be present in 100% of individuals from each population within each genus,
56,194 variable SNPs from 20,021 RAD loci were retained for the Hylomyscus denniae complex
and 52,580 variable SNPs from 18,658 RAD loci for the Sylvisorex granti complex. For the
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex datasets that included an outgroup, 47,427 and 18,385 SNPs were
retained after polarization of the ingroup by removing heterozygous (ambiguous) sites in the
respective outgroups. Although sample sizes were low for some populations (1-4
individuals/population), a significant number of SNPs were obtained across all individuals
included in the study. This should allow us to address our research goals and provide more
precise estimates of population genomic structure than previous studies based on larger numbers
of individuals but vastly fewer loci (Felsenstein 2006, Wang & Hey 2010).
Genetic diversity and population differentiation
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For all loci that were polymorphic in at least one population within a focal species
complex where samples sizes were > 2, the average observed heterozygosity (Hobs) ranged from
0.005 to 0.123 in Hylomyscus to 0.008 to 0.090 in Sylvisorex. Kenyan Highland populations
demonstrated markedly reduced levels of genetic diversity as compared to Albertine Rift
populations for both species complexes. For species restricted to the KH, Hobs was 0.008, 0.033,
and 0.012 for H. kerbispeterhansi, H. endorobae and S. mundus, respectively. In comparison,
Hobs for the AR restricted H. vulcanorum and S. vulcanorum was 0.120 and 0.086, respectively.
Overall, AR populations had approximately 7 times the genetic diversity of KH populations
based on observed heterozygosity.
Among and within population structure of montane small mammals
To assess the regional partitioning of genetic variance in AR and KH Hylomyscus and
Sylvisorex populations, we calculated the average Fst for pairwise comparisons of all sampled
populations (Table 5). AR populations within Sylvisorex vulcanorum clearly grouped together on
the eastern side of the AR (Kigezi and Rugege), with these populations only slightly
differentiated from one another (Fst = 0.030). Populations from the western side of the AR
(Kahuzi and Itombwe) grouped together for Hylomyscus (Fst = 0.025) but were highly diverged
from each other for Sylvisorex (Fst = 0.295) as well as across all pairwise comparisons between
the two western AR populations of Sylvisorex. Within the KH, H. kerbispterhansi populations
from Mau and Mt Elgon were both strongly differentiated from one another (Fst = 0.351) while
in S. mundus all but the Cherangani populations were notably divergent from other populations
in pairwise comparisons (i.e. Fst of Cherangani – Mau = 0.078, whereas the pairwise Fst
comparisons between the remaining KH S. mundus populations ranged from 0.184-0.355).
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Exploratory analysis for population delineation
To aid in the determination of population units for downstream inference of population
history, we used several methods for inferring population structure including phylogenetic
network inference (Huson & Bryant 2006), principle component analysis (Patterson et al. 2006),
and population clustering based on ancestry coefficients (Frichot et al. 2014). The Neighbor-Net
algorithm in SplitsTree infers phylogenetic clustering at the species group level for Hylomyscus
consistent with current taxonomy at the species level (Fig. 15). Within the focal Sylvisorex
species group, 3 distinct sister clades are inferred for S. vulcanorum from the Albertine Rift
along with separate clusters for S. granti and S. mundus. These groupings for S. vulcanorum are
not recognized in the current taxonomy.
The PCA conducted on SNP genotypes for both species complexes revealed 3 major
clusters within Hylomyscus (Fig. 15) and 5 major clusters in Sylvisorex (Fig. 16). Cluster
member coefficients for additional values of K tested were also tested (data not shown). In the
Hylomyscus denniae complex as a whole, PC1 separates H. vulcanorum individuals from H.
endorobae individuals while PC2 further separates individuals from these two complexes from
individuals sampled from H. endorobae (Fig. 15). In Sylvisorex PCs 1 and 2 contribute almost
equally to separating S. vulcanorum, S. mundus and S. granti (Fig. 16). Because most of the
genetic variation is dominated by among species, complex differences rather than within species
complex differences, we used PCA analysis to further explore the clustering of individuals
within both genera. Within the AR, PC 1 clearly separates Itombwe populations of both H.
vulcanorum and S. vulcanorum from all other AR populations (Figs. 17 & 18). In Hylomyscus
the other two AR populations from Kahuzi and Kigezi show little differentiation, while in
Sylvisorex PC 2 strongly separates Kahuzi from Kigezi + Rugege. Within the KH, PC 1 clearly
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separates H. kerbispeterhansi from Mau from the Mt Elgon population, while PC 2 widely
separates the individuals within the Mt Elgon population from one another. A similar pattern is
uncovered for S. mundus where PC 1 shows differences between Mt Elgon with the three
mountain ranges to the east. As with Hylomyscus, PC 2 clearly separates Sylvisorex individuals
from the Mt Elgon population from one another into two different clusters (Fig. 18).
As a further exploratory analysis of potential population structure, we analyzed complete
genotype matrices for both species complexes using the clustering algorithm sNMF (Frichot et
al. 2014). Briefly, this method considers an individual’s diploid genome as having originated
from a specified number (K) of hypothetical ancestral populations and then infers the proportion
of each individual’s genome derived from these ancestral populations. To avoid potential
problems with strong LD for multiple SNPs within a 90 bp RAD locus, we randomly pruned the
dataset to include only one SNP per RAD tag. Using the cross-entropy method in sMNF we
found that K = 3 best fit the data for the Hylomyscus denniae complex in a combined
interspecific analysis based on current taxonomy (Fig. 15). This supports recent taxonomic
revisions and phylogenetic analyses for this group (Carleton et al. 2006, Demos et al. 2014b).
Within the Sylvisorex granti complex, K = 5 was best supported (Fig. 16), although differences
in support for models ranging from K = 2-5 were small (data not shown). S. granti and S. mundus
were supported as independent while S. vulcanorum was grouped into 3 clusters representing
populations from Itombwe, Kahuzi and three combined populations from eastern AR. Population
clustering analyses at the intraspecific level within Sylvisorex support K = 3 for S. vulcanorum
and K = 2 for S. mundus which is congruent with the inferences made from the population PCA
data (Fig. 16). Within Hylomyscus, the sNMF clustering algorithm supports K = 2 for H.
vulcanorum. This is also in accordance with the within species-level PCA along axis 1(Fig. 15).
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Both PCA and sNMF analyses support K = 2 for H. kerbispeterhansi populations from western
Kenya. Within H. endorobae, examination of admixture histograms revealed genetic structure at
several levels of K, however, replicate sNMF runs showed that assignment of individuals to
clusters was random across sNMF runs. We consider this reasonable evidence that there is a lack
of genetic structure among H. endorobae populations from Mt Kenya and Mau for these data.
We note that PCA and sNMF analyses were not carried out for those species restricted to a single
mountain range (i.e., H. denniae and S. granti which are Ruwenzori Mts endemics).
Inference of population co-ancestry and admixture
Patterns of population splits and admixture were inferred with TreeMix v1.12 (Pickrell &
Pritchard 2012) in order to find the population graph that best described the relationships among
populations while allowing for gene flow after divergence. To group individuals into taxonomic
units for TREEMIX, we used the results from our PCA and sNMF clustering algorithm. Seven
maximum likelihood trees (m = 0-6) were inferred for populations within Hylomyscus and 11
trees (m = 0-10) inferred for populations within Sylvisorex. These population graphs were
consistent with population relationships found in previous phylogenetic analyses (Demos et al.
2014a) with some notable exceptions. Within Hylomyscus, the H. denniae population was
consistently recovered as sister to H. vulcanorum whereas previous species tree analyses were
unresolved at this node. Analysis of residuals for m = 0-6 showed that the graph that best fit the
data had 4 inferred migration events: one from the ancestor of central Kenyan H. endorobae (Mt
Kenya + Mau) to the ancestor of H. vulcanorum populations from Kahuzi + Mgahinga that had a
weight (i.e., proportion of ancestry inferred from origin population) of 8%; one from H.
vulcanorum (Itombwe) to the ancestor of H. kerbispeterhansi (Mt Elgon + Mau) (w = 4%); one
from the Ruwenzori Mts (H. denniae) to Mgahinga (H. vulcanorum) (w = 3%); and a final
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migration event from Itombwe (H. vulcanorum) to Mt. Kenya (H. endorobae) that accounts for <
1% of that populations admixture proportion (Fig. 17).
Within Sylvisorex vulcanorum there is a clear split between populations on the western
side of the Albertine Rift and those on the eastern side, but an additional split is apparent
between the two western populations from Itombwe and Kahuzi. Analysis of residuals best
supported an inferred graph with 5 migration events (Fig. 18). The admixture proportions for
these events were much higher than among populations within Hylomyscus. However, the most
striking admixture event infers that the ancestor of all 4 populations of Kenyan Highland
Sylvisorex mundus sampled trace 16.5% of its ancestry to an admixture event from S.
vulcanorum from Echuya on the eastern side of the Albertine Rift and 12% of their ancestry to
an admixture event with S. vulcanorum from Kahuzi on the western side of the Albertine Rift. A
significant admixture proportion is also apparent in the Kahuzi population of S. vulcanorum that
has an estimated 12% admixture proportion of ancestry from the Rugege population on the
opposite side of the Albertine Rift valley. An additional inferred admixture event involves S.
vulcanorum from Itombwe migrating to S. vulcanorum from Rugege to the east with a genetic
contribution of 8%. Finally, a population ancestral to S. vulcanorum from the present eastern AR
((Mgahinga + Echuya) Rugege) population is inferred to have made a large (89%) genetic
contribution to the present Echuya population of S. vulcanorum. Taken together, all these
possible admixture events support structured metapopulations throughout the AR and KH.
To further examine these migration events we next used three and four population tests
(Keinan et al. 2007, Reich et al. 2009) to statistically evaluate support for these instances of
historic admixture pulses. Within Hylomyscus populations 4 inferred admixture events were
evaluated using f4 and f3 statistics with a weighted block jackknife approach. Results for all 4
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admixture events failed the f4 and f3 tests with Z scores ranging from 0.0 - 19 with associated P
values ranging from 0.023 - 5 x 10-5. Failure of f4 or f3 test indicates that results are consistent
with admixture as a result of a migration event, although there is uncertainty in precise migration
estimates. Within Sylvisorex f4 and f3 tests supported all five instances of admixture under the
best supported residual model. Support for these five migration events ranged from Z = 0.46 - 17
with associated P values ranging from 0.0002 - 0.0018.
The phylogenetic relationships estimated in the explicit coalescent model-based method
that did not incorporate admixture (SNAPP) resulted in majority rule consensus trees for
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex that were mostly similar to previous estimates obtained in *BEAST
using mtDNA and intron sequence data (Demos et al. 2014a) with the following exceptions; In
the Hylomyscus population tree H. denniae is supported as sister to a monophyletic H.
vulcanorum clade and all terminal branches are relatively short for intraspecific Hylomyscus
populations. The Sylvisorex tree populations in western AR are supported as sister and
substantial geographic substructure. This is apparent, especially compared to Hylomyscus.
Terminal branches among H. vulcanorum populations in the AR are significantly longer than
those for KH populations of Sylvisorex and Hylomyscus populations from both regions.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we used RAD-Seq to generate population genomic data from co-distributed
populations of endemic Afromontane small mammals to uncover population relationships and
histories that were previously inferred from only one or a few independent loci (Huhndorf et al.
2007, Demos et al. 2014a, 2014b). Although these results support some key inferences from a
previous study using the same Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex populations sampled at only the
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mtDNA locus 2-5 autosomal introns (Demos et al. 2014a), inferences from the vastly larger data
set provide several points of departure from the earlier study. We will initially discuss areas of
agreement between the present genomic scale study and previous analyses and then highlight
several striking results that were missed in earlier studies lacking the resolution of
phylogeographic inference for the focal taxa.
In both species complexes, these data and subsequent analyses support the hypothesis
that populations from the Albertine Rift have a longer history of local isolation and persistence
compared to Kenyan Highlands populations. This is consistent with previous data supporting the
AR as older, more topographically complex, and more climatically stable, such that the longer
persistence of suitable habitat throughout the cyclical climate fluctuations of the Pleistocene in
the AR region contributed to this region being a mammalian biodiversity hotspot. For
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex specifically, the AR may retain greater phylogenetic diversity and
intra-specific genetic diversity, either as a result of having larger and more stable populations, or
being a meta-population with more demes having lower local extinction rates and/or lower
migration rates. This contrast in patterns of variability, structure and isolation between the AR
and KH regions was even more apparent in the Sylvisorex population samples, which supports
the hypothesis that the more limited dispersal abilities in the Sylvisorex shrews have contributed
to an even greater degree of cryptic population genetic structure in both the AR and KH regions.
These patterns of strong and pervasive phylogenomic structuring across lineages within
the AR, as well as evidence for ancestral origins for migrants from the AR into the KH, support
the long standing hypothesis that the eastern margins of the Congo Basin lowland rainforest
contiguous with the AR and western Highlands of the AR supported refugia as old as the
Miocene. This is supported by patterns of endemism, species richness and discontinuities in the
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geographic distributions of mammals (Kingdon 1971, 1981, 1984),forest plants (Diamond &
Hamilton 1980), birds (Moreau 1966, Prigogine & Prigogine 1987), and palynological data
(Anhuf et al. 2006). These multiple phases of habitat connection and disconnection driven by
climatic cycling coupled with the retention of paleoendemics in regions of refugial climatic
stability have been hypothesized to account for both the high species richness of the eastern
Congo Basin lowlands and AR and the distributions of biogeographic and phylogenetic relicts.
Evidence of Albertine Rift refugial stability
Populations of Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex from the Albertine Rift showed considerably higher
levels of genetic diversity than populations from the Kenyan Highlands. Values of genetic
summary statistics for these same populations based on cyt-b sequence data from a previous
study (Demos et al. 2014a) documented the same pattern of a reduction in genetic diversity for
KH populations relative to AR populations. Within Hylomyscus, values of Hobs were much lower
for H. kerbispeterhansi and H. endorobae populations from the Kenya Highlands compared to
Albertine Rift H. vulcanorum populations (Table 4). Similarly, values of Hobs among Sylvisorex
populations from the KH were reduced relative to the AR. Overall populations from the AR
exhibited 7x the genetic diversity of KH populations in both Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex. These
findings indicate that Albertine Rift populations may be older, more stable and/or larger than
those in the Kenya Highlands, with a history involving more local isolation and persistence that
facilitated the greater accumulation of local genetic variation.
Several concordant patterns are clear when comparing the results of the sNMF clustering
algorithm and PCA among populations within both focal genera in relation to the hypothesis that
the AR was more environmentally stable and thus maintained persistent refugia across
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Pleistocene pluvial cycles. Populations of both Hylomyscus vulcanorum and Sylvisorex
vulcanorum from the Itombwe Mts in the western Albertine Rift are supported as strongly
differentiated by both methods, although the clustering and delineation of Kahuzi individual
genotypes into a single population is far more pronounced in S. vulcanorum than in H.
vulcanorum (Figs. 17 & 18). The two intraspecific Hylomyscus clusters and three Sylvisorex
clusters from the AR are estimated to have diverged in the mid-Pleistocene (2.1-0.5 Mya)
compared to the much more recent KH splits of populations from Mt Elgon that are estimated to
date only from the LGM (130-40 Kya).
The markedly greater substructure apparent within both H. vulcanorum and S.
vulcanorum populations as observed in both the PCA and sNMF analyses along with elevated
levels of genetic diversity within these species compared to species from Kenyan Highlands is in
spite of the inference of admixture processes occurring over a long period of time. In
comparison, we do not infer any significant admixture events among Kenyan Highland
populations of either Hylomyscus or Sylvisorex, which combined with their reduced genetic
variability relative to the Albertine Rift, would support more recent range wide fragmentation or
local recolonization after local extinction of montane populations. Additionally, the lower levels
of genetic diversity within S. mundus populations and the TreeMix inference of gene flow from
the Albertine Rift Mountains of southwestern Uganda into the KH, provide some support for an
AR colonization event as the origin for S. mundus.
The direction and locations of admixture/migration events inferred under an ancestral
population graph model (TreeMix) and intraspecific lineage divergence times estimated under a
coalescent model (SNAPP) provide additional evidence for long-term population persistence
resulting from regional climatic stability and deep intraspecific sub-regional isolation across the
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geologically ancient and topographically complex Albertine Rift Highlands. Within Hylomyscus,
the topology of the ML tree inferred in TreeMix under the assumption of no admixture
(migration events) supports longer term persistence and isolation among AR lineages compared
to those from the KH. Terminal population branch lengths are significantly longer in the SNAPP
phylogenies for AR endemic H. vulcanorum and S. vulcanorum compared to KH endemic H.
kerbispeterhansi and S. mundus. This pattern is replicated to a lesser degree for the same taxa in
the TreeMix graphs with no migration (Figs. 17 & 18). Under the number of migration events in
the population graph that best fits the data (m = 4) for Hylomyscus, a relatively small proportion
of shared ancestry of 3-7% is inferred to have been the result of three independent migration
events while the fourth admixture event accounts for less than 1% of shared ancestry. The
direction of gene flow for 3/4 of these migration events indicates that populations from the KH
can trace shared ancestry to migration from the AR. This is consistent with larger population
size, stability and/or persistence within AR refugial populations acting as source populations for
smaller and temporally unstable KH populations. We note that one instance of a migration event
is supported from the KH to the AR.
Within Sylvisorex, the topology of the ML tree inferred in TreeMix under the assumption
of no admixture is also concordant with the results from PCA and clustering algorithm analyses.
This strongly supports the AR as a source of admixture into the KH. The MCMC species tree
topology inferred using SNAPP is in concordance with the population tree inferred in TreeMix
(Fig. 19). Based on the best supported model of m = 5 admixture events S. lunaris may have
experienced substantial introgression from Sylvisorex granti (89%) within the AR, although this
finding warrants further study. Within the S. granti complex as a whole, the most striking
migration event pattern supports instances of gene flow from Albertine Rift populations into
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ancestral populations in the Kenyan Highlands. These events include substantial gene flow from
the Echuya population of S. vulcanorum inhabiting the eastern flank of the AR Rift in Uganda
into an ancestral population of S. mundus from Mt Elgon, Cherangani Hills, Mau Forest and Mt
Kenya, in addition to colonization of the Kenyan Highlands from an ancestral lineage of S.
vulcanorum from the Kahuzi and Itombwe populations in the western and southern AR into the
aforementioned ancestral KH population. Substantial migration events within S. vulcanorum
from the Rugege Highlands to the Kahuzi-Biega Mountains, from Itombwe to the Rugege +
Kigezi Highlands and between eastern AR populations are inferred and explicable based on their
geographic proximity (~200 km or less).
Evidence of Kenyan Highland habitat instability
Within the KH, population samples of both Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex exhibit the
greatest genetic partitioning between Mt Elgon from populations to the east (H. kerbispeterhansi
FST = 0.351, S. mundus FST = 0.295-0.310). This high level of partitioning between Mt Elgon and
Mau populations was unexpected given the presence of lowland forest habitat between these two
montane forest blocks. This is particularly noteworthy when compared to the lower level of
differentiation between Mau and Mt Kenya that are separated by the xeric non-forested Gregory
Rift Valley (S. mundus FST = 0.184). One possibility is that Mt Elgon and Mau populations are
more stable than Mt Kenya, the latter area recolonized after the LGM, whereas Mt Elgon and
Mau populations persisted through multiple late-Pleistocene climate cycles thereby accumulating
more inter-population genetic divergence with limited inter-population gene flow through the
intervening lowland forest habitat. We note that a potentially important source of bias in the
estimation of FST values can arise from variable and relatively small sample sizes. However, the
FST employed here (Weir & Cockerham 1984) explicitly accounts for differences in sample sizes,
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and recent evidence has shown that large numbers of independent bi-allelic markers (>1000)
allow very precise FST estimates (Willing et al. 2012). Furthermore, the inferences gained from
coalescent-based population phylogenies (i.e. SNAPP) and ancestral population graph model (i.e.
TREEMIX) are less sensitive to different numbers of sampled individuals, although not
accounting for un-sampled populations could bias our inferences.
Intraspecific population structure is also apparent within the KH in H. kerbispeterhansi
and S. mundus based on population clustering methods. However, the timing of the divergence of
Mt Elgon populations from Mau in Hylomyscus, and from Cherangani + Mau + Mt Kenya in
Sylvisorex, is much more recent based on estimates of split times in the SNAPP population tree
(Fig. 19). In comparison, we do not infer any significant admixture events among Kenyan
Highland populations of either Hylomyscus or Sylvisorex, when combined with their reduced
genetic variability relative to the Albertine Rift. This would support relatively recent range–wide
fragmentation with no subsequent migration between current ecologically isolated montane
forest populations. The lower levels of genetic diversity observed in S. mundus populations and
TreeMix inferences of gene flow from eastern, central and southern Albertine Rift populations
into an ancestral KH S. mundus population, provides some support for an AR colonization event
as the origin for S. mundus. Notably, no admixture events were supported among KH
populations. When combined with the very recent population tree divergence time estimates
among KH populations of H. kerbispeterhansi and S. mundus, this supports recent range-wide
KH expansion. The two-fold higher levels of observed heterozygosity in populations of KH
shrews from Mt Elgon as compared to populations in more eastern KH montane forests in both
Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex (0.011 & 0.018 vs. 0.005 & 0.009, respectively) is consistent with Mt
Elgon as a refugial center in the KH. Geologically, the extinct Mt Elgon volcano is much more
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ancient than Mt Kenya in the East (Miocene vs. Late Pliocene-Early Pleistocene) although it
does not possess more endemic mammal species than the Mt Kenya–Aberdare Mts ecosystem
that is surrounded by a more arid matrix of dry woodland habitats (Carleton et al. 2006, Kerbis
Peterhans et al. 2009b). Further phylogenetic studies of Mt Elgon’s fauna are needed to
determine if older lineages have been retained compared to central Kenyan mountain regions. It
is possible that greater climatic instability within the KH has prevented the persistent retention of
suitable habitat at a metapopulation scale for both shrews and mice, thus eliminating patterns of
long-term within region substructure.
Isolation of the Kenyan Highlands from the Albertine Rift
Several lines of evidence from our study strongly support the pre-Pleistocene divergence
and persistence of KH focal taxa across multiple glacial cycles and associated pulsed expansions
and contractions of montane forest. Based on rough estimates of divergence times derived from
coalescent population trees, reciprocal monophyly of the three endemic KH mouse and shrew
lineages analyzed, and direction and origin of gene flow between AR and KH lineages, little
evidence exists for persistent connections between these two centers of Afromontane endemism.
Nonetheless, a prediction of early-Pleistocene isolation of the KH from the AR (i.e. prior to the
intensification of glacial cycles ~ 500 kya) would not be distinguishable from post-LGM
isolation, even combined with coalescent-based parameter estimates from genomic data of
divergence times, if there were suitable habitat in the plateau that separates Mt Elgon at the
western limit of the KH from the closest AR montane forest in western Uganda (across the
Uganda Gap).
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We did not directly collect any genetic data for populations in this gap region, but species
distribution models (SDMs) for both of this studies’ focal genera based on their current
distributions and inferred under current and LGM reconstructed climate layers using MAXENT
(Phillips et al. 2006) show that the Uganda Gap was not suitable habitat for either Hylomyscus or
Sylvisorex during cool dry phases of the Late Pleistocene (Demos et al. 2014a). Yet, we present
data that does support multiple admixture events between AR and KH isolated montane forest
small mammals across persistently unsuitable habitats. The stochastic nature of these events may
be inferred from the disparity in inferred migrations between mice and shrews from the AR to
KH. While multiple lines of evidence demonstrate the limited dispersal capabilities of shrews
compared to mice (Peltonen & Hanski 1991, Schloss 2012), the number of migration events
between the AR and KH inferred in this study was highest for shrews, a notably poor mammal
disperser. However, if Sylvisorex maintained higher population densities in more refugial subregions across the AR than Hylomyscus, as the higher levels of heterozygosity in the former
group suggest, then this disparity may simply be due to Sylvisorex shrews dispersal candidates
having more “sweepstake tickets” than Hylomyscus mice (i.e. G.G. Simpson’s sweepstakes
model of colonization by chance dispersal (Simpson 1953)).
Data presented here also strongly supports the genetic isolation and deep divergence of
Kenyan populations of Sylvisorex granti mundus from the Ruwenzori Mts endemic S. granti
granti. This supports the recognition of S. mundus as a valid species. A recent revision of the
Hylomyscus denniae complex similarly elevated H. denniae endorobae from Kenya to species
from its sister H. denniae denniae, that also happens to be restricted to the Ruwenzori Mts.
(Carleton et al. 2006).
Conclusions
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All of our analyses strongly support the evolutionary independence of the three currently
recognized species within the Hylomyscus denniae group (Carleton & Stanley 2005, Carleton et
al. 2006) and the recognition of Sylvisorex (granti) mundus as a valid species sister to S. granti
granti and S. vulcanorum. This is consistent with an earlier phylogeographic study utilizing far
fewer loci (Demos et al. 2014a). Also congruent with these earlier analyses are phylogenetic
analyses presented here that show longer branch lengths among lineages within the Albertine
Rift. In contrast, the genomic dataset analyzed here provides several major points of departure
from previous analyses that used a small number of loci, and offers support for evolutionary
patterns and processes that went previously undetected.
These new genomic data infer several instances of gene flow at the intra- and interspecific levels within both genera and a strong trend of migration from the AR into the KH that
was previously undetected. These data also support a stronger response of populations within the
Sylvisorex granti group across the Albertine Rift region to climatic shifts during the PlioPleistocene that periodically reduced and fragmented suitable habitat. This periodicity is
congruent with earlier inferences based on multi-locus species trees and paleo-distribution
models, but the strength of the response revealed in this study is much clearer.
A strong signal of historic and cryptic isolation of populations within both Hylomyscus
and Sylvisorex is apparent for montane populations from the Itombwe Massif and for two
additional S. vulcanorum lineages from the AR. Multiple analyses all support the AR as
harboring a substantial number of cryptic lineages thus supporting a long history of local
isolation and environmental stability for the region. These patterns were not apparent from
earlier multi-locus data generated using Sanger sequencing. Results from TreeMix analyses also
support historic migration events from the Albertine Rift into the Kenyan Highlands within the S.
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granti group, and thus a possible AR origin for this clade. The topologies inferred from genomic
scale population tree analysis support this finding, or at least are not contradictory. Further
testing of alternative models of ancestral origin and historical relationships under a model testing
framework are required to confirm this scenario. These results also strongly support the historical
isolation and evolutionary independence of the Itombwe Massif from other Albertine Rift
mountain blocks.
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Table 4. Summary genetic statistics for all populations of Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex with
sample sizes > 2 where nucleotides are polymorphic in at least one population within a
species.

Region

Population

Species

n

Hobs

Albertine Rift

Itombwe
Itombwe
Kahuzi
Kahuzi
Kigezi
Kigezi

H. vulcanorum
S. vulcanorum
H. vulcanorum
S. vulcanorum
H. vulcanorum
S. vulcanorum

4
4
4
6
2
3

0.122
0.085
0.115
0.083
0.123
0.090

Mt Kenya

H. endorobae

4

0.037

Mt Kenya

S. mundus
H.
kerbispeterhansi
S. mundus
H.
kerbispeterhansi
S. mundus

3

0.008

3

0.005

4

0.009

3

0.011

3

0.018

Kenyan
Highlands

Mau
Mau
Mt Elgon
Mt Elgon

Table 5. Pairwise comparison of genetic distance (FST) among Hylomyscus and Sylvisorex
populations.

Species

FST

H. vulcanorum
Mgahinga
Kahuzi
Itombwe
H. kerbispeterhansi
Mt Elgon
S. vulcanorum
Kahuzi
Itombwe
Echuya
S. mundus
Mt Kenya
Mau
Mt Elgon

MGA
0.005
0.043
MAU
0.351
KAH

KAH

0.025

ITO

0.295
0.263
MTK

0.332
MAU

0.184
0.310

0.295
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Figure 14. Map of sample collection sites in the Eastern Afromontane region. Sampling locality
abbreviations are as follows: Albertine Rift; Ruwenzori Mts (RUW), Echuya (ECH), Mgahinga
(MGA), Kahuzi Mts (KAH), Rugege (RUG), Itombwe Mts (ITO); Kenyan Highlands; Mt Elgon
(MTE), Cherangani (CHE), Mt Kenya (MTK).
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Figure 15. Distribution of focal taxa and results of exploratory population delimitation analyses
for Hylomyscus focal species. (A) Geographic distribution of study taxa within the H. denniae
and H. anselli groups. (B) Network graph inferred in SplitsTree using the Neighbor-Net
algorithm for species within the H. denniae and H. anselli groups. (C) PCA of individuals within
the H. denniae group. (D) Estimates of admixture proportions inferred with sNMF for H.
denniae group species under the best supported number of populations.
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Figure 16. Distribution of focal taxa and results of exploratory population delimitation analyses
for Sylvisorex focal species. (A) Geographic distribution of study taxa within the S. granti group.
(B) Network graph inferred in SplitsTree using the Neighbor-Net algorithm for species within
the S. granti group. C) PCA of individuals within the S. granti group. (D) Estimates of admixture
proportions inferred with sNMF for S. granti group species under the best supported number of
populations.
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Figure 17. Results of the TreeMix, PCA and sNMF analyses for populations in three species in
the Hylomyscus denniae group. (A) The maximum-likelihood tree inferred with TreeMix
depicting splits of 6 populations in three species of Hylomyscus and an outgroup. To the right are
PCAs and sNMF estimations of admixture proportions for three species of Hylomyscus. (B)
Population graph that depicts splits and the best inferred number of admixture events (m) based
on the smallest residuals of (D). (C) Map depicting sampling localities used in the analyses.
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Figure 18. Results of the TreeMix, PCA and sNMF analyses for populations in three species in
the Sylvisorex granti group. (A) The maximum-likelihood tree inferred with TreeMix depicting
splits of 10 populations in three species of Sylvisorex and an outgroup. To the right are PCAs and
sNMF estimations of admixture proportions for S. mundus (above), and S. vulcanorum (below).
(B) Population graph that depicts splits and the best inferred number of admixture events (m)
based on the smallest residuals of (D). (C) Map depicting sampling localities used in the
analyses.
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Figure 19. Maximum clade credibility population trees inferred for Hylomyscus (A) and
Sylvisorex (B) using SNAPP. Branch lengths are a relative measure of substitutions per site.
Posterior support values appear to the right of nodes. Divergence time estimates were calculated
using a mutation rate of 1.0 x 10-8 (Roach et al. 2010, Freedman et al. 2014) and upper and lower
95% confidence intervals are shown using a blue bars. The mean split times appear in italics to
the left of nodes.
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CHAPTER 4
Integrative taxonomy within the Hylomyscus denniae complex (Rodentia: Muridae) and a
new species from Kenya

The woodland mice of the genus Hylomyscus Thomas, 1926, are members of the diverse
tribe Praomyini, an African lineage that is estimated to have originated 7.6 million years ago
(mya; ± 0.5 mya—Lecompte et al. 2008). These are small-sized rodents that are geographically
restricted to forests of tropical Africa where they are often an abundant component of the rodent
fauna (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 1998, Nicolas and Colyn 2003, Stanley and Hutterer 2007). On the
basis of external and cranial morphology Hylomyscus species have been assigned to 6 species
groups: aeta, alleni, anselli, baeri, denniae, and parvus (Carleton et al. 2006). Recently, species
assignment within these groups has been subject to substantial revision because of the cryptic
nature of morphological diversity within species groups, the disjunct and patchy distribution of
populations of Hylomyscus, and lack of adequate comparative series of specimens for some taxa.
Two montane forest– restricted species groups distributed across south-central and eastern
Africa, the Hylomyscus denniae and Hylomyscus anselli groups, have recently been revised on
the basis of morphological characters and multivariate morphometric analyses (Carleton and
Stanley 2005, Carleton et al. 2006). These revisions assigned 3 and 2 species to each of the
aforementioned groups, respectively. Within the H. anselli group, members occur in mountains
of northern Zambia and southwestern Tanzania (H. anselli; also see Bryja et al. 2012), across the
Eastern Arc Mountains and Mount Rungwe of Tanzania (H. arcimontensis), and the central
Angolan Highlands (H. aff. anselli). Members of the H. denniae group are documented from the
Ruwenzori Mountains of western Uganda and eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo (H.
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denniae); a 2nd species (H. vulcanorum) is more widespread and extends from Tshiabirimu in the
north to the Itombwe Massif in the south, as well as the mountains of Burundi, Rwanda, and
southwestern Uganda; whereas the 3rd species (H. endorobae) occurs in the highlands of westcentral Kenya including Mt. Kenya, the Aberdare Mountains, and the Mau Escarpment.
Although Bishop (1979), in a subspecific revision of East African populations of
Hylomyscus (i.e., which are currently recognized as members of the Hylomyscus stella, H.
denniae, and H. anselli groups), noted affinities between specimens of Hylomyscus from the
Cherangani Hills and Mt. Elgon with those from Zambia he had assigned to Praomys
(Hylomyscus) denniae anselli, he nonetheless provisionally assigned the western Kenyan
specimens to Praomys (Hylomyscus) denniae vulcanorum. He noted similarities in occipitonasal
length and crown length of upper molar row between populations from Zambia and those from
the Cherangani Hills and Mt. Elgon. Carleton et al. (2006) in their review of the H. denniae
group noted that the few specimens of Hylomyscus from the eastern slopes of Mt. Elgon
examined were examples of the H. anselli complex, not the H. denniae complex, as attributed to
specimens from the Ugandan slopes of Mt. Elgon by Clausnitzer and Kityo (2001). In addition,
Carleton et al. (2006) reported examples of H. cf. anselli from the Guas Ngishu Plateau and the
Mau Escarpment, both in west-central Kenya. They note that clarification of species
identifications of Mt. Elgon specimens is the subject of unpublished research and that H. cf.
anselli from western Kenya may prove to be sympatric with H. endorobae. Carleton et al. (2006)
note that specimens found within 4 miles (6.4 km) of one another on the Mau Escarpment are
referable to both H. endorobae and H. cf. anselli, thus possibly sympatric elsewhere. They call
for additional collecting to clarify the taxonomic status of Kenyan Hylomyscus, in particular
those populations from montane forests west of the Gregory Rift where they provisionally assign
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specimens to H. cf. anselli but defer from ascribing species status. However, Carleton et al.
(2006) include no measurements or qualitative characters for any of the specimens they
provisionally assign to the H. anselli group.
It has been proposed that the description of species presenting taxonomic uncertainties,
particularly in relation to cryptic taxa, should integrate independent lines of evidence such as
morphological, molecular, geographical, and ecological data (Fujita et al. 2012). The
incorporation of coalescent- based methods into phylogenetic and population genetic analyses
that allow for uncertainty in gene trees and account for incomplete lineage sorting due to
ancestral polymorphisms provide powerful tools for inferring evolutionary relationships among
species and species delimitation (Riddle et al. 2008, Hickerson et al. 2010). Our objectives in
this study are to apply multiple lines of evidence in an integrative taxonomic approach to
characterize several populations of western Kenya montane forest Hylomyscus in relation to a
large data set of specimens from throughout the geographic ranges of members of the H. denniae
and H. anselli species complexes, in order to describe a new species from western Kenya (Fig.
20). We also document patterns of morphological and genetic variation that assist in
discriminating between specimens of these 2 species groups that are currently known to be
sympatric in the Mau Escarpment. Finally, we present phylogeographic and ecological data that
shed light on the roles of Pleistocene forest refugia and niche conservatism in shaping the current
distributions of Kenyan montane Hylomyscus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Specimens of Hylomyscus were collected during small mammal surveys of the forests of
the Kenyan Highlands with additional comparative material obtained from the Field Museum of
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Natural History (FMNH; Fig. 20). These surveys were conducted from 2010 to 2011 by
associates and staff of FMNH and the National Museums of Kenya (NMK). Rodent specimens
were captured using a combination of snap traps and Sherman live traps (H. B. Sherman Traps,
Inc., Tallahassee, Florida) based on small mammal trapping protocols as previously implemented
by J. Kerbis Peterhans and W. Stanley of FMNH (Kerbis Peterhans et al. 1998, Stanley et al.
1998). Specimens were measured and weighed, and either prepared as skins and skeletons or
preserved in formalin and later stored in 70% ethanol, and deposited in FMNH and NMK. All
the specimens examined in this study are listed in Appendix 2, and their collecting localities are
indicated in Fig. 20 and described in Appendix 2. For animal care and use, we followed
guidelines approved by the American Society of Mammalogists (Sikes et al. 2011).
Discrimination between species was based on craniodental morphology, multivariate
morphometric analyses, species distribution models, and multilocus molecular data under a
coalescent species-tree framework. Species designations were corroborated by multilocus DNA
sequencing of 43 specimens (Hylomyscus n. sp., n = 12; H. anselli, n = 3; H. arcimontensis, n =
3; H. denniae, n = 4; H. endorobae, n = 11; H. vulcanorum, n = 7; and H. stella, n = 3) for
inclusion in coalescent-based species tree, Bayesian species delimitation, and demographic
analyses. We included H. stella to test for multilocus divergence from the H. anselli group
because preliminary mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) analyses supported this species as sister to H.
anselli. These analyses were carried out using 3–5 autosomal nDNA introns: GAD2-1 and
JMJD5-2 using primers that have been filtered as optimal for phylogenetics of closely related
mammal species and designed to sequence across a wide spectrum of mammalian orders (Igea et
al. 2010); ABHD11-5, ACOX2-3, and ACPT-4 (optimized for Myotis – Salicini et al. 2011); and
mtDNA Cytochrome-b (CytB – Lecompte et al. 2002) sequence data. We selected intron primers
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based on prior testing for absence of paralogy, levels of variability, ease of amplification across
Mammalia, and availability of published primer sequences (Igea et al. 2010, Salicini et al. 2011).
A larger data set of Cytb sequence data was used to infer a gene tree based on 81 specimens
(Hylomyscus n. sp., n = 41; H. anselli, n = 5; H. arcimontensis, n = 8; H. endorobae, n = 25; H.
vulcanorum, n = 2; H. denniae, n = 2; H. stella, n = 4; H. aeta, n = 1; and 1 outgroup).
Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAgen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen
Inc., Valencia, California). Polymerase chain reaction amplifications were performed in either
25- or 50-ml reactions using the following thermal conditions: an initial denaturing step at 948C
for 2 min; 35–39 cycles of denaturing at 94○C for 30 s, annealing varying in the range 50–62○C
for 30 s, extension at 72○C for 60 s for introns and at 68○C for 68 s for Cytb, followed by a final
extension step at 68○C for 5 min for introns and 72○C for 7 min for Cytb. Polymerase chain
reaction products were purified using either spin columns in our laboratory or ExoSAP-IT at the
sequencing facility. Sequencing was performed directly using the corresponding polymerase
chain reaction primers. DNA sequences of both strands were obtained using the BigDye
Terminator (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, California) on ABI DNA analyzers (Applied
Biosystems) at Macrogen Inc. (Seoul, Korea) and University of Washington High Throughput
Sequencing (Seattle, Washington).
Chromatographs were checked manually and assembled and edited using Geneious Pro
6.0.5 (Drummond et al. 2013). Sequences were aligned for each locus using MUSCLE
Alignment within the Geneious platform under default parameters. Predicted amino acid
sequences from Cytb sequences were inspected for deletions, insertions, and premature stop
codons to exclude possible nuclear pseudo-genes. Alignments for all data sets were unambiguous
for all nuclear and mtDNA loci examined. Recombination was tested with the Detect
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Recombination plugin in Geneious. We used the PHASE 2.1 algorithm to statistically resolve
haplotypes from the nuclear intron sequences (Smith et al. 2005, Stephens et al. 2001).
Sequences were accessioned into GenBank (KF810147–KF810515 and KF876466–KF876548).
For the Cytb data set genetic variability was assessed using DnaSP version 5 (Librado
and Rozas 2009) to calculate nucleotide diversity (p), haplotype diversity (Hd), and number of
segregating sites (S) per taxon. Total and net divergence between species using Tamura–Nei
distances was calculated in MEGA version 5.2 (Tamura et al. 2007). jModelTest version 2.1
(Guindon and Gascuel 2003, Darriba et al. 2012) was used to assign the most appropriate model
of sequence evolution using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). We used MrBayes version
3.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012) to infer gene trees for Cytb and intron data independently. Gene-tree
analyses involved 2 runs of 4 heated chains for 1 x 107 generations with 10% as burn-in and a
sampling frequency that provided 5,000 samples for each run. Convergence of Bayesian Markov
chain Monte Carlo gene-tree analysis was assessed by examining likelihood and parameter
estimates in Tracer version 1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007) to confirm effective sample
sizes of at least 200, indicating adequate sampling of posterior distributions.
To delimit isolated populations and infer species status among major population lineages,
we used the approach of Leache and Fujita (2010) implemented in Bayesian Phylogenetics and
Phylogeography v2.1 (BPP; Yang and Rannala 2010) and described in detail in Demos et al.
(2014a). We treated collecting localities among mountain ranges as putative populations with
allele samples, eliminating the need to carry out a priori population assignments on the basis of
either inferred mtDNA gene trees or genotypic clustering algorithms that to assign alleles to
putative populations. It has been shown (Yang and Rannala 2010, Leache and Fujita 2010,
Camargo et al. 2012) that designating localities as putative populations prior to the BPP
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delimitation is a conservative approach that consistently recovers the same genetically isolated
populations.
The BPP reversible-jump Markov chain Monte Carlo analyses were run for 5 x 105
generations with a burn-in of 5,000 generations and repeated to ensure consistent results with
different starting seeds. We did preliminary tests of species delimitation algorithms 0 and 1 and
obtained very similar results with both; thus, algorithm 0 was used with fine-tuning parameter ε
= 5.0. We estimated prior distributions for ancestral population size (θ) based on DNAsp (θW =
0.01– 0.028) and root age (τ0) based on a dated phylogeny inferred in *BEAST (Drummond and
Rambaut 2007, Drummond et al. 2012) assuming an nDNA mutation rate of ~2 x 10-8 mutations
per site (Nachman and Crowell 2000) giving a gamma distribution of (θ) G(1, 10) and (τ0) G(1,
33), with prior means = 0.01 and 0.03 and variances = 0.001 and 0.003, respectively. We
consider speciation probability values > 0.98 as strongly supporting a speciation event.
Species delimitation under BPP requires an inferred species tree that acts as a guide tree
specifying initial relationships among populations in an analysis. This was accomplished using
the coalescent-based species-tree approach implemented in *BEAST, an extension of BEAST
v1.7.4 (Drummond et al. 2012, Drummond and Rambaut 2007). Species tree relationships within
Hylomyscus were inferred using Cytb mtDNA and 3 nDNA intron sequences, with Cytb
partitioned by codon (1, 2, and 3). Models of sequence evolution were estimated using the AIC
criterion in TOPALi v2.5 (Milne et al. 2009). The input file for the guide tree for BPP was
formatted using the BEAUti utility (Drummond et al. 2012). We generated 2 independent runs
for 3 x 108 generations and sampled every 1,000 generations in BEAST.
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In order to infer the relationship of lineage splitting times with Plio-Pleistocene climatic
fluctuations, we used substitution rates from closely related taxa based on recent empirical
studies that utilized fossil calibrations to estimate Cytb substitution rates. We used a Cytb rate of
0.025 substitutions site-1 Myr-1 estimated for the sister genus Praomys based on 2 African murid
fossil dates (Nicolas et al. 2011). We acknowledge that these calibrations will likely be upwardly
biased in coalescent-based species tree applications because these previous studies ignore genetree/species-tree discordance (Edwards and Beerli 2000), and as such are relatively crude
estimates of divergence dates.
Convergence of model parameters for *BEAST analyses was assessed based on ESS
values and examination of trace files using Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and Drummond 2007). The
initial 10% of each run were discarded as burn-in and separate runs were combined using
LogCombiner. The maximum clade credibility tree was generated in TreeAnnotator.
Historical population size changes were inferred for Kenyan populations of H. endorobae
and H. cf. anselli using the coalescent-based extended Bayesian skyline plot (EBSP)
implemented in *BEAST for combined mtDNA and nDNA data. The same substitution rates that
were used in the species tree analyses were used as reference rates for Cytb and intron rates were
scaled to these. Substitution models for all loci were estimated in TOPALi. Sequences from Cytb
and 5 nDNA loci per lineage were included in a given population analysis using an uncorrelated
lognormal relaxed-clock. The input file for the analyses was generated in BEAUTi using both
EBSP author suggestions for prior settings and default settings, and 2 replicate runs of 1.5 x 108
generations were run.
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Five external measurements (in mm) were transcribed from field notes as recorded by
collectors that included total length (TOT), tail length (TAIL), head and body length (HB;
calculated by subtracting TAIL from TOT), hind-foot length with claw (HF), and ear length
(EAR); and body mass (WT, in g). Fourteen cranial and dental variables following Carleton and
Stanley (2005) were measured using digital calipers (Mitutoyo, Kawasaki, Japan) to the nearest
0.01 mm while examining crania under a dissecting microscope. The measurements taken were:
occipitonasal length (ONL); greatest zygomatic breadth (ZB); breadth of braincase (BBC),
measured across the parietal flanges behind the zygomatic arches; breadth across occipital
condyles (BOC); least interorbital breadth (LOB); breadth of rostrum (BR); postpalatal length
(PPL); length of bony palate (LBP); length of incisive foramen (LIF); length of diastema (LD);
breadth of zygomatic plate (BZP); length of auditory bulla (LAB); crown length of upper
molariform toothrow (CLM); and greatest width of 1st upper molar from lingual to buccal
surfaces (WM1). Multivariate analyses were restricted to these 14 skull characters, because
external measurements in the field are known to be highly variable depending on the collector
taking the measurements. We include external measurements by the senior author (H. cf. anselli
and H. endorobae) and W. T. Stanley (H. anselli and H. arcimontensis—Carleton and Stanley
2005) for use in univariate statistical comparisons only.
Only specimens that were determined to be adult on the basis of worn fully erupted 3rd
molars and adult pelage were used for morphometric analyses. Sexual dimorphism in cranial and
dental morphometric variables has been evaluated previously within Hylomyscus and was not
found to be significant (Carleton and Stanley 2005; Nicolas et al. 2008), and therefore we
combined the sexes for morphometric analyses.
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Discriminant analysis and ordination of canonical variates were used to assess
morphometric differences between species. Statistically significant differences between
designated species group centroids were evaluated by means of Mahalanobis distances and
Wilks’ lambda statistics. All multivariate analyses were based on log-transformed craniodental
morphometric data. Additional analyses included standard univariate descriptive statistics. All
statistical analyses were performed using algorithms in R (R Development Core Team 2013) and
STATISTICA version 10 (StatSoft Inc. 2011).
RESULTS
On the basis of the morphological and molecular phylogenetic characters described in the
following sections, we recognize specimens of Hylomyscus from the Mau Escarpment,
Cherangani Hills, and Mt. Elgon regions of western Kenyan as a new and distinct species. Other
specimens from the same highland regions had been variously provisionally assigned to Praomys
(Hylomyscus) denniae vulcanorum (Bishop 1979) and H. cf. anselli (Carleton et al. 2006)
pending additional collecting enabling detailed morphological comparisons.
Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi, new species
Praomys (Hylomyscus) denniae vulcanorum: Bishop, 1979:528; part.
Hylomyscus denniae: Clausnitzer and Kityo, 2001:101; part.
Hylomyscus anselli: Carleton, 2006:310; part.
Holotype.—Field Museum of Natural History, Division of Mammals catalogue number
210017 (field number TCD 2924), collected 25 July 2010 by T. Demos during a faunal survey of
the Mau Escarpment, Kenya. The specimen, an adult female, was fixed in 10% formalin solution
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and subsequently transferred to 70% ethanol. The skull was extracted from the fluid specimen
and cleaned and is in excellent condition (Fig. 21). The specimen has full adult dentition and
fusion of basisphenoid–basioccipital sutures. External measurements were made in the field and
include: total length, 234 mm; head and body length, 95 mm; tail length, 139 mm; hind-foot
length, 20 mm; ear length, 19 mm; and body mass, 24.5 g. This specimen was included in all
morphometric and molecular analyses. An aliquot of muscle tissue was taken from the specimen
in the field and preserved in dimethylsulfoxide prior to final cryogenic storage at

-180○C at

FMNH.
Type locality.—Kenya, Rift Valley Province, Narok District, Mau Escarpment, 15.5 km
N, 16.4 km E Bomet, 0.64170○S, 35.49104○E, 2,350 m elevation.
Paratypes.—Three males, FMNH 209997, 210001, and 210018, and 3 females, FMNH
210000, 210015, and 210040, all collected during 22–25 July 2010 at the type locality are
deposited in the FMNH. All specimens were fixed in 10% formalin and subsequently preserved
in 70% ethanol, with crania extracted and cleaned. Muscle tissue samples were preserved in
dimethylsulfoxide in the field and subsequently stored at -180○C at FMNH. Identification of all
paratypes was confirmed by Cytb molecular sequence data.
Additional specimens.—To morphometrically delineate the new taxon and study its
genetic variability numerous other specimens of Hylomyscus from the H. anselli and H. denniae
groups from the type locality and other East African localities were included in our analyses.
Representative skulls for comparison are provided in Fig. 22. Summary statistics for univariate
mensural variables are provided in Table 6. These additional specimens examined are listed in
Appendix 2.
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Diagnosis.—A member of the H. anselli group as characterized by the absence of 1
pectoral pair of teats (mammae total = 6), conspicuously shorter incisive foramina, and larger
subsquamosal fenestrae with more slender hamular process relative to members of the H.
denniae group (denniae, endorobae, and vulcanorum—sensu Carleton and Stanley 2005).
Subsquamosal fenestrae are larger than in other members of the H. anselli group. H.
kerbispeterhansi is intermediate in the majority of cranial measurements between relatively
smaller H. arcimontensis and relatively larger H. anselli including zygomatic breadth, length of
nasals, postpalatal length, width of M1, and crown length of upper toothrow (Table 6).
Comparisons.—Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi is larger than H. arcimontensis in key
cranial measures: zygomatic breadth, length of incisive foramina, length of diastema, and length
of auditory bullae (Table 8). Differences with H. anselli are more subtle, although H.
kerbispeterhansi is generally smaller in most cranial and external measures. The crown length of
upper tooth row of H. kerbispeterhansi is shorter and its range is non-overlapping with H. anselli
(3.6-3.93 versus 3.97-4.51). H. kerbispeterhansi has smaller and more anteriorly situated
posterior palatal foramen that are located between M1 and M2 , which are not visible in ventral
view, but can be seen in lateral or oblique views. In H. anselli the posterior palatal foramen are
much larger, are readily visible in ventral view, and continue posteriorly across the anterior third
of the M2 (Fig. 22); in H. kerbispeterhansi, the fronto-parietal suture is very broadly U-shaped,
whereas in H. anselli this suture is more V-shaped; in H. kerbispeterhansi, the subsquamosal
fenestra is larger and the postglenoid foramen is more arched compared to H. anselli); in H.
kerbispeterhansi, the zygomatic plate is more orthogonal (less sinuous) than in H. anselli (in the
new species, the plate may even be slanted slightly backwards whereas in H. anselli, it often
bulges forward with a more rounded profile); incisive foramina are wider in center in H.
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kerbispeterhansi compared to H. anselli and mesopterygoid fossa is more constricted medially in
H. kerbispeterhansi in comparison to H. anselli which lacks any narrowing along fossa length.
Description.—Pelage soft and fine in texture, rather long (8–10 mm over middle rump)
and close-lying. Dorsal body hairs dark slate grey over most of their length with medium
brownish-red tips; pelage grades to lighter rufous brown along flanks; guard hairs blackishbrown and distinctly longer than body fur of lower dorsum. Ventral pelage appears whitish gray;
basal one-half medium gray and distal one-half white. Young specimens are blackish-gray. Tail
distinctly longer than head and body (TAIL = 148 ± 11.2% of HB); color dark chocolate-brown;
caudal scales finely textured and hairs short, about 1.5-2 annuli in length; tail appears naked over
most of its length, fine hairs becoming longer and brighter toward the tip. Pinnae dark brown.
Hind feet short and narrow; 5 digits; plantar surface naked, with 6 well-formed pads. In the fore
feet, the 5th digit is long, approximately equal to the digits 2-4. Tops of fore and hind feet are
covered with short light brown hair; claws covered by white tufts of hair. There are 6 mammae
distributed as 1 axial and 2 inguinal pairs.
The skull is delicate overall as in other members of the Hylomyscus anselli group
(Carleton and Stanley 2005) and characterized by small size, short rostrum, and thin zygomatic
plates. The braincase is smooth and distinctly arched over parietals. Rostral processes of
premaxillaries terminate approximately equal with the rear border of the nasals; interorbital
breadth relatively narrow, lacking supraorbital ridging or beading (as in H. aeta). Zygomatic
plate medium in width, dorsal notch is shallow. Hard palate smooth, slightly concave dorsally;
posterior palatal foramina lie between the rear of M1 and front of M2. Ectotympanic bullae
moderately inflated for the genus. Upper incisors enamel face yellow-orange. Upper molar row
about as long as the hard palate and toothrows parallel. Incisive foramina moderately long (LIF =
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71±3.5% of LD), posteriorly terminating just short of or equal to the anterior root of the 1st
molars; foramina broad over their anterior portion, more strongly constricted over posterior onehalf. Mesopterygoid fossa is constricted medially in comparison to both H. anselli and H.
arcimontensis.
Phylogenetically, the new species is distinguished as reciprocally monophyletic from
other members of the H. anselli group based on mitochondrial Cytb and 3 autosomal intron
(ABHD, ACOX2, and GAD2) sequence data. H. kerbispeterhansi is strongly supported as sister
to H. anselli and H. arcimontensis (H. kerbispeterhansi + H. anselli) H. arcimontensis).
Ecology and reproduction.—All specimens of Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi were
collected in forested habitats above 2,300 m in elevation. Activity is strictly nocturnal as all were
collected during morning trap checks (approximately 0700-0800 h). The arboreal habits of this
climbing mouse are not well documented, although they have been documented for other
Hylomyscus species (Stanley et al. 1998, Nicolas et al. 2008). Although most commonly
captured in traps placed on the ground, 22/152 specimens were captured in traps set 1-2 m off the
ground on vines and tree limbs. Specimens from Mau Escarpment were collected during 2010
from a variety of forested habitats including well-drained closed-canopy montane forest (2,350
m), selectively-logged montane forest (2,300-2,360 m), montane secondary forest with bracken
(2,320 m), and in dense undergrowth alongside montane forest streams (2,210-2,320 m). H.
kerbispeterhansi is sympatric with H. endorobae in the western Mau Escarpment and they were
found to be syntopic in several trap-lines where both species were captured in the same station.
Hylomyscus species were the 3rd most abundant rodent species in the Mau forest after Praomys
jacksoni and Lophuromys aquilus based on 1,505 trap-nights. No specimens of H. endorobae
were collected during 2,400 trap-nights of collecting in Mt. Elgon or 700 trap-nights in
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Cherangani Hills, strongly suggesting that the ranges of H. kerbispeterhansi and H. endorobae
overlap only in the Mau Escarpment in what may be a zone of secondary contact. Thus, H.
kerbispeterhansi is limited to Kenya’s western montane blocks (Mt. Elgon and Cherangani Hills)
whereas the eastern montane blocks (Mt. Kenya and Aberdare Mts.) house only H. endorobae.
Extensive surveys by T. Demos, B. Agwanda, and colleagues, of the aforementioned east
Kenyan montane forests have uncovered no presence of H. kerbispeterhansi east of the Kenyan
Rift Valley. Surveys of the Cherangani Hills and Mt. Elgon in 2011 found H. kerbispeterhansi in
primary montane forest (2,740 m, Cherangani Hills), selectively-logged and secondary montane
forest (2,520-2,770 m, both mountains), and in mixed bamboo/Hagenia forest (2,540 m, Mt.
Elgon). In both of these disjunct montane forests kerbispeterhansi was the most abundant rodent
species, consisting of 44% and 42% of terrestrial rodents recorded, respectively. An extensive
survey at a 2nd higher elevation camp on Mt. Elgon (3,000-3,180 m) did not record any
Hylomyscus specimens during 1,138 trap-nights in a variety of microhabitats that included upper
montane forest-alpine grassland mosaics, Hagenia groves, and gallery forest along the Kimothon
River.
Among 8 adult females examined for reproductive condition 3 were pregnant, with the
number of embryos in a single uterine horn ranging from 1 to 4 and the number for both horns
combined ranging from 3 to 5, with an average litter size of 4. The embryos averaged 14.7 mm
in crown-rump length (range = 12-18 mm). Among 9 adult males examined, testes averaged 14
mm in length (range = 8-19 mm) and 6.9 mm in width (range = 4-9 mm).
Etymology.—The new species is named in honor of Julian Kerbis Peterhans, in
recognition of his significant contributions to current knowledge on African small mammals, his
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generosity in sharing data and specimens resulting from his extensive fieldwork, as well as his
ongoing efforts in promoting African conservation and education.
Distribution.—Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi is currently known from tropical montane
forests of the Mau Escarpment, Cherangani Hills, and Mt. Elgon in Kenya, with an elevational
range of 2,320-2,740 m. Although not presently recorded from Ugandan slopes of Mt. Elgon, we
presume it is distributed in these montane forests, which are continuous with those on the
Kenyan slopes of Mt. Elgon.
Nomenclatural statement.—An LSID number was obtained for the new species
(Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi): urn:lsid:zoobank.org:pub:2E2A198B-70AB-49EF-98D52CE0240002D4.
Morphometrics.—A principal components analysis was performed on 14 log-transformed
craniodental variables for specimens of H. kerbispeterhansi and H. anselli with the 2 taxa
occupying mostly discrete regions of multivariate space (Fig. 23). Results of a discriminant
function analysis of 14 log-transformed craniodental variables for specimens of H.
kerbispeterhansi, H. anselli, H. arcimontensis, and H. endorobae are summarized in Fig. 24.
Multivariate ordinations performed on the 1st and 2nd canonical variates (CV1 and CV2)
accounted for 85% of the cumulative proportion of variation for skull characters and showed
well-defined morphometric structure with moderate overlap in multivariate space among
specimens assigned to H. kerbispeterhansi, H. arcimontensis, and H. anselli, and no overlap with
H. endorobae. CV1 discriminates populations of H. endorobae (within the Hylomyscus denniae
group) from members of the Hylomyscus anselli group. The standardized coefficients for
canonical variables matrix indicates LD is the most important negatively correlated variable and
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ONL, LIF, and CLM are the most negatively correlated variables on the CV1 axis (Table 7).
CV2 discriminates among species assigned to the Hylomyscus anselli group with specimens
assigned to H. kerbispeterhansi having marginal overlap with H. anselli. On the CV2 axis ONL
and PPL are the most negatively correlated variables and LD and CLM are the most positively
correlated variables. Occipitonasal length weights heavily on CV1 and distinguishes the larger
crania of H. endorobae from the 3 members of the Hylomyscus anselli clade. Length of the
diastema (LD) weights most heavily on CV2 and discriminates most among the 3 Hylomyscus
anselli group clades. The group centroids of the 4 species showed highly significant statistical
differences (Wilks’ lambda = 0.007; F42,440 = 45.1; P < 0.0001). Squared Mahalanobis distances
between species were 23.5 between H. kerbispeterhansi and H. anselli, 25.7 between H.
arcimontensis and H. kerbispeterhansi, and 46.8 between H. kerbispeterhansi and H. endorobae.
Dendrograms based on the Mahalanobis distance matrix and a corrected between-group genetic
distance matrix using Cytb sequence data, inferred the same topology and similar branch lengths
for all 4 species (Fig. 25).
When entered as unknowns in the 4-group DFA and classified according to posterior
probabilities of group membership, 1 individual from H. anselli and 1 individual from H.
arcimontensis were assigned to the incorrect species in the classification table. All specimens of
H. kerbispeterhansi were assigned to their appropriate taxonomic cluster.
Species tree inference and Bayesian species delimitation.—The 3 autosomal introns we
sequenced for H. denniae, anselli, and stella had between 31 and 78 segregating sites, while the
mtDNA Cytb locus had 278 segregating sites. All 3 of the independent gene trees for the nuclear
loci support H. kerbispeterhansi populations from west-central Kenya as a reciprocally
monophyletic group, distinct from species within the Hylomyscus anselli and Hylomyscus
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denniae species groups. The mtDNA gene tree strongly supports H. kerbispeterhansi as
monophyletic with little divergence between populations from Mau Escarpment, the Cherangani
Hills, and Mt. Elgon as distinct (Appendix Figure 1). Mean between-group genetic distances
(K2P) for Cytb are 3.2% between H. kerbispeterhansi and H. anselli and 7.4% between H.
kerbispeterhansi and H. arcimontensis (Table 8). Distances between species assigned to the
Hylomyscus anselli group and H. endorobae from the Hylomyscus denniae group range from
15.3-16.0%. Additional K2P genetic distances are given for 3 introns in Table 8.
The *BEAST species tree analysis strongly supports H. kerbispeterhansi as sister to H.
anselli and H. anselli + H. kerbispeterhansi as sister to H. arcimontensis (Fig. 26). The species
tree also recovers those clades delimited as species on the basis of morphometric and
morphological analyses in revisions of the H. anselli and H. denniae groups (Carleton and
Stanley 2005, Carleton et al. 2006) with posterior probabilities of 100%. The topology of the 3
members of the H. denniae group is not well resolved with < 70% support for H. vulcanorum as
sister to H. endorobae.
The Bayesian species delimitation results are also indicated on Fig. 26 and support the H.
anselli group as comprising 3 species that includes the new species with speciation probabilities
of 1.0 at relevant nodes. The 3 clades referred as species by Carleton and Stanley (2005) from
the Hylomyscus denniae group are also supported with speciation probabilities of 1.0. We
emphasize that these species delimitations were applied to taxa on the basis of populations
assigned to individual mountain ranges (e.g., Itombwe Mountains, Cherangani Hills, Mt. Kenya),
and that we did not a priori designate species to the guide tree required by BPP at the species
level for those clades distributed across multiple mountain ranges (e.g., H. endorobae distributed
across 3 mountain ranges). We consider this to be a conservative approach as we are not biasing
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assignment of populations to species, but instead relying on statistical measures of support for
lineages based on the results of the species tree analysis (Camargo et al. 2012, Leaché and Fujita
2010). When populations were a priori assigned to species the same Bayesian species
delimitations were recovered.
Historical demography.—Summary statistics from Cytb sequence data (1119 bp) indicate
a similar number of haplotypes in H. kerbispeterhansi (h = 12) as in H. endorobae (h = 14). The
numbers of individuals and localities are also similar between the 2 samples: H. kerbispeterhansi
= 41 individuals from 4 unique localities on 3 mountains; and H. endorobae = 25 individuals
from 5 unique localities on 3 mountains. Haplotype diversity was approximately equal for both
taxa (Hd = 0.900 in H. kerbispeterhansi and Hd = 0.870 in H. endorobae) while nucleotide
diversity was low for both taxa with 𝛑 = 0.0026 and 0.0019 for the respective species. Extended
Bayesian skyline coalescent analyses, based on 5 nuclear intron loci and the Cytb locus, for
populations across Kenya, support population and geographic expansion dating 10,000-20,000
years ago for H. kerbispeterhansi and from ~100,000 years ago for H. endorobae, although with
wide 95% HPD intervals (Fig. 27). Our sampling strategy of combining populations (demes)
from across Kenya within each species for skyline analysis has been shown to minimize false
inferences of demographic change (Heller et al. 2013). This pattern is broadly coincident with
Pleistocene forest refugial fragmentation during the last glacial maxima and subsequent refugial
expansion post-last glacial maxima.
Results from a species tree chronogram place the divergence between the Hylomyscus
anselli and denniae groups broadly within the Miocene (approximately 7.4 mya) and between H.
anselli and H. kerbispeterhansi within the mid to late-Pleistocene (approximately 0.83 mya—see
Chapter 2). The split between H. anselli from south-western Tanzania and H. kerbispeterhansi
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from the western Kenyan Highlands is broadly coincident with the intensification of global
glacial climatic cycling and the intense aridification of Africa that commenced approximately 1
mya (Anhuf et al. 2006, deMenocal 2004).
DISCUSSION
Results from independent data sets of multi-locus mitochondrial and autosomal sequence
data and morphometric data support recognition of a 3rd member of the Hylomyscus anselli
species group, which along with the Hylomyscus denniae group is restricted to south-central and
eastern African wet montane forests. The 3 members of the anselli complex are externally
cryptic but are distinguishable on the basis of qualitative skull morphology, multivariate
craniodental morphometrics, and genetics. Further work on the isolated and disjunct populations
of Hylomyscus from the central Highlands of Angola is required to assess the distinctness of
these populations tentatively assigned to Hylomyscus anselli group (Carleton and Stanley 2005).
The Mau region is the type locality for Hylomyscus endorobae (Heller, 1910) and
Carleton et al. (2006) suggest that additional collecting, especially along elevational transects,
might reveal that the 2 specimens they had examined that were assignable to the Hylomyscus
anselli group were indicative of sympatric distribution elsewhere within the region. The Mau
Escarpment is strongly supported as a zone of secondary contact following allopatric speciation
in the ancestor of H. kerbispeterhansi and H. endorobae. There is no evidence for hybridization
in the zone of sympatry as well as incompatible phenotypes (e.g., female H. kerbispeterhansi
have 3 pairs of teats and H. endorobae have 4 pairs). Intensive and geographically extensive
small mammal surveys of all of the isolated mountain blocks of north-eastern and north-western
Tanzania have not documented the presence of any members of genus Hylomyscus, thus a
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significant geographic gap occurs in the distribution of this genus across the Northern Highlands
of Tanzania (Carleton and Stanley 2012). Rather, montane forests in these highland regions
contain a high abundance of Praomys, a genus that is widely co-distributed with Hylomyscus
across the Kenyan Highlands, Albertine Rift, central and southern Eastern Arc Mountains, southwestern Tanzanian Highlands, and the Malawi Rift. The application of standardized trapping
protocols, as well as repeated faunal surveys of Tanzanian montane forests along the Tanzania–
Uganda–Kenya border, strongly support the conclusion that Hylomyscus populations were never
present in this region or have become locally extirpated.
A pronounced disparity in population densities between H. kerbispeterhansi and H.
endorobae at the 2 sites surveyed within the Mau Escarpment is suggestive of interspecific
competition between these taxa. Of 69 specimens of Hylomyscus collected in the course of
fieldwork at these 2 localities, 30 specimens had tissues taken which were sequenced for
molecular analysis and of these 24 are assignable to H. kerbispeterhansi and 6 to H. endorobae.
While the documentation of a syntopic distribution for these 2 lineages on the basis of both taxa
being collected along the same traplines and at the same trap stations would seem to support
niche divergence facilitating coexistence, the 4:1 ratio of H. kerbispeterhansi to H. endorobae
specimens suggests that H. kerbispeterhansi may be competitively superior to H. endorobae.
Additional surveys of microhabitats in the region, diet studies, and larger sample sizes would test
this hypothesis. However, based on current data, we find no evidence for spatial or temporal
partitioning of habitat of any kind. While recent fieldwork conducted on Mt. Elgon in 2010 and
2011, using identical field protocols to those in Mau, did not document any Hylomyscus at
elevations above 2,810 m (Agwanda pers. obs., Demos pers. obs.), data from previous
elevational transects carried out from 2,900-4,200 m along the western slopes of Mt. Elgon
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indicate that Hylomyscus is present at up to 3,100 m and Praomys at elevations up to 3,200 m
(Clausnitzer and Kityo 2001, Clausnitzer 2001).
There are multiple lines of evidence that the strength of topographic relief in Kenya was
increased during the Plio-Pleistocene through extension of the African Rift into eastern Africa
(Taylor et al. 2009 and references therein). During this same period pronounced intervals of
aridification at approximately 2.8, 1.7, and 1.0 mya are hypothesized to have resulted in
significant rainforest contraction and fragmentation across tropical Africa (deMenocal 2004).
These orogenic and climatic forces may have driven allopatric speciation in these forestrestricted montane rodents.
The geographical range of H. kerbispeterhansi west of the Gregory Rift in Kenya
confirms suggestions by Carleton and Stanley (2005) that Hylomyscus specimens from the Mau
Escarpment and Mt. Elgon may have been assignable to the Hylomyscus anselli group. Affinities
between Hylomyscus from the Cherangani Hills and Mt. Elgon to H. anselli on the basis of skull
size were noted by Bishop (1979); nonetheless he referred specimens from these mountains to H.
denniae vulcanorum. The northern range extension to the western Kenyan Highlands of a third
member of the Hylomyscus anselli species group, previously known to be restricted to SW
Tanzania and Zambia, as well as the presumed absence of H. endorobae from the Cherangani
Hills and Mt. Elgon on the basis of surveys to date, contributes to an increasing understanding of
biogeographic affinities among small mammal taxa of western montane Kenya and Mt. Elgon.
Kerbis Peterhans et al. (2009b) noted that Mt. Elgon was inhabited by a small mammal fauna
with phylogenetic affinities to the Albertine Rift and Congo Basin to the west, the Kenyan
Highlands east of the Gregory Rift, and the Northern Highlands and Eastern Arc Mountains
(EAM) of Tanzania to the south. Carleton and Stanley (2012) present strong evidence for the
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lack of any Hylomyscus species inhabiting the Northern Highlands of Tanzania despite their
proximity to the EAM where H. arcimontensis is broadly distributed. The approximately 900-km
gap that exists between Mau Escarpment populations of H. kerbispeterhansi and the
northernmost known population of H. anselli from the Ufipa Plateau of SW Tanzania is striking.
Repeated surveys of montane forests of western Tanzania north of the Ufipa Plateau, have not
revealed the presence of any Hylomyscus species. Thus a significant gap exists in the range of
members of the Hylomyscus anselli group to the south of Kenya as well as a disjunct distribution
in members of the Hylomyscus denniae group from the Albertine Rift with H. endorobae to the
east. Additional surveys should reveal whether H. endorobae is indeed limited to sympatry with
H. kerbispeterhansi in Mau forests and if the disparity in abundance between the 2 species is a
prevalent pattern through their sympatric distribution.
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Table 6. External and craniodental descriptive statistics (mean, 6 1 SD, and range; see
‘‘Materials and Methods’’ for definitions of abbreviations) for Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi, H.
anselli, H. arcimontensis, and H. endorobae. Measurements are in millimeters, except WT,
which is in grams.
Variable
TOT
HB
TAIL
HF
EAR
WT
ONL
ZB
BBC
BOC
LOB
BR
PPL
LBP
LIF
LD
BZP
LAB
CLM
WM1

H. kerbispeterhansi

H. anselli

H. arcimontensis

H. endorobae

227 6 13.8, 196–260
92 6 5.9, 80–103
136 6 10.3, 108–158
20 6 0.9, 18–22
20 6 1.1, 17–22
23.9 6 4.8, 16–39
26.2 6 0.8, 24.5–28.0
13.1 6 0.4, 12.2–14.2
11.8 6 0.3, 11.2–12.5
6.1 6 0.2, 5.6–6.5
4.3 6 0.1, 4.2–4.6
4.5 6 0.3, 4.1–5.6
8.9 6 0.5, 7.1–10.3
4.5 6 0.2, 3.9–4.8
5.5 6 0.3, 4.9–6.1
7.7 6 0.4, 7.1–8.6
2.4 6 0.1, 2.1–2.8
4.6 6 0.2, 4.1–4.9
3.8 6 0.1, 3.6–3.9
1.2 6 0.05, 1.2–1.3

246 6 7.4, 238–264
101 6 7.4, 95–109
146 6 5.0, 141–159
21 6 0.7, 20–22
20 6 0.5, 19–21
28.5 6 3.1, 22.0–34.5
27.0 6 0.6, 25.8–28.5
13.3 6 0.2, 12.5–14.0
12.1 6 0.2, 11.2–12.5
6.1 6 0.1, 5.9–6.3
4.6 6 0.1, 4.4–4.9
4.6 6 0.1, 4.3–5.0
9.3 6 0.3, 8.7–10.1
4.8 6 0.2, 4.4–5.1
5.4 6 0.2, 5.0–5.8
7.5 6 0.2, 7.0–8.0
2.3 6 0.2, 2.1–2.6
4.5 6 0.1, 4.3–4.7
4.1 6 0.1, 4.0–4.5
1.3 6 0.04, 1.2–1.3

223 6 11.8, 190–249
90 6 5.7, 80–105
134 6 7.3, 110–151
20 6 1.0, 18–22
18 6 1.0, 16–21
19.0 6 4.0, 13.5–28.5
25.0 6 0.9, 23.0–26.4
12.5 6 0.4, 11.6–13.2
11.3 6 0.3, 10.7–12.0
5.9 6 0.3, 5.2–6.3
4.2 6 0.1, 4.0–4.4
4.2 6 0.2, 3.8–4.7
8.6 6 0.4, 7.4–9.6
4.3 6 0.2, 4.0–4.7
5.0 6 0.2, 4.6–5.5
7.0 6 0.3, 6.4–7.5
2.2 6 0.1, 2.0–2.4
4.1 6 0.1, 3.7–4.3
3.7 6 0.1, 3.4–3.9
1.1 6 0.05, 1.1–1.2

246 6 13.4, 217–276
102 6 8.8, 83–121
144 6 7.1, 127–155
122 6 1.1, 20–25
19 6 1.3, 16–22
28.4 6 5.5, 18–37.5
27.6 6 0.9, 25.7–29.7
13.6 6 0.5, 12.5–14.5
12.4 6 0.4, 11.5–13.2
6.0 6 0.1, 5.7–6.4
4.3 6 0.1, 4.0–4.6
4.7 6 0.2, 4.3–5.1
9.6 6 0.5, 8.5–10.7
4.3 6 0.2, 3.9–4.8
6.2 6 0.2, 5.8–6.7
7.6 6 0.3, 7.0–8.0
2.4 6 0.1, 2.0–2.7
4.6 6 0.2, 4.3–4.9
4.2 6 0.1, 3.8–4.5
1.3 6 0.07, 1.1–1.4
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Table 7. Results (correlations) of discriminant function analysis performed on the operational
taxonomic units representing Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi, H. anselli, H. arcimontensis, and H.
endorobae (n =165). Variables are the measurements as defined in the ‘‘Materials and
Methods.’’ CV = canonical variate. Variables highlighted in boldface type are discussed in the
text.

Variable
ONL
ZB
BBC
BOC
IOB
BR
PPL
LBP
LIF
LD
BZP
LAB
CLM
WM1
Eigenvalues
Cumulative percent variance
Canonical correlations
Wilks’ Lambda

Correlations
CV1
CV2
0.51
−0.48
0.10
−0.13
0.22
0.17
−0.33
0.09
−0.39
−0.01
0.15
−0.06
−0.08
−0.42
−0.24
0.04
0.28
0.10
−0.45
0.84
−0.08
0.02
0.14
0.36
0.46
0.08
0.07
−0.04
8.7
3.5
60.4
84.7
0.95
0.89
0.01
0.06
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Table 8. Corrected (Kimura 2-parameter) within and between group distances calculated for
mitochondrial DNA (cytochrome-b [Cytb]) and nuclear intron (ABHD11-5, ACOX2-3, and
GAD2-1) sequence data for 4 species of Hylomyscus.
Species

Cyt-b

ABHD11-5

ACOX2

GAD2-1

kerbispeterhansi

0.002

0.002

0.000

0.000

anselli

0.000

0.001

0.000

0.000

arcimontensis

0.001

0.001

0.000

0.000

endorobae

0.001

0.002

0.001

0.004

0.032

0.005

0.009

0.006

0.074

0.008

0.006

0.011

kerbispeterhansi vs. endorobae

0.153

0.016

0.040

0.043

anselli vs. arcimontensis

0.071

0.006

0.009

0.013

anselli vs. endorobae

0.157

0.012

0.044

0.047

arcimontensis vs. endorobae

0.160

0.018

0.040

0.041

Within populations

Between populations
kerbispeterhansi vs. anselli
kerbispeterhansi vs.
arcimontensis
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Figure 20. Map of the collecting localities for the specimens of Hylomyscus included in this
study. Elevation indicated by gray shading as defined on map. See Appendix 2 for additional
specimens examined for morphometric and molecular analyses.
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Figure 21. Dorsal, ventral, and lateral views of the cranium of Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi new
species (holotype FMNH 210017).
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Figure 22. Dorsal, ventral, and lateral views of crania of Hylomyscus: A) H. kerbispeterhansi,
new species (FMNH 210017 [holotype]; ONL = 26.7 mm), a female from Mau Escarpment,
Kenya; B) H. anselli (FMNH 171362; ONL = 27.6 mm), a female from Mbizi Mountains,
Tanzania; and C) H. arcimontensis (FMNH 150139; ONL = 24.9 mm), a male from East
Usambara Mountains, Tanzania.
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Figure 23. Scatter plot of principal component analysis (PCA) performed on 14 log-transformed
craniodental measurements. The filled squares represent specimens of Hylomyscus anselli from
the Mbizi Mts, Tanzania, the unfilled circles represent specimens of H. kerbispeterhansi from
western Kenya, and the 3 asterisks represent specimens from Bishop’s (1979) type series of
Praomys (Hylomyscus) denniae anselli from Zambia
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Figure 24. Scatter plot of canonical variates (CV) axes 1 and 2 depicting results of discriminant
function analysis performed on 14 log-transformed craniodental measurements. Projection of
individual specimen scores from 163 specimens assigned to 4 taxa is depicted according to the
key in the plot. 95% confidence limits for taxa are depicted by ellipses.
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Figure 25. Cluster analysis based on Mahalanobis distances between taxa (left) and corrected
Cytb net between-taxa genetic distances (right). Both dendrograms recover the same topology
and similar branch lengths based on independent morphometric and genetic data sets.
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Figure 26. Species tree inferred in *BEAST using multi-locus sequence data for 7 species of
Hylomyscus from the H. alleni, H. anselli, and H. denniae species groups (Carleton et al. 2006).
Numbers above branches represent Bayesian posterior probability values and filled circles on
nodes indicate speciation probabilities ≥ 0.99 for Bayesian species delimitation analysis in BPP.
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Figure 27. Extended Bayesian skyline plot depicting changes in effective population size (Ne)
over time before present based on mtDNA (Cytb) and nDNA intron (ABHD11-5, ACOX2,
ACPT-4, GAD2-1, and JMJD) sequence data. The black center line indicates the median
population size and the bounding grey lines indicate the 95% highest posterior density (HPD).
Both taxa show recent population expansion, although expansion in H. kerbispeterhansi
commenced later than in H. endorobae. The present Ne of H. endorobae is inferred to be ~5x
larger than H. kerbispeterhansi.
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APPENDIX 1
Figure 1. Mitochondrial (cytb) Bayesian gene tree inferred for Hylomyscus with posterior
probabilities (above node) and ML bootstrap (below node) values >70% shown. Dots indicate
100% posterior probability and bootstrap support.
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Figure 2. Mitochondrial (cytb) Bayesian gene tree inferred for Sylvisorex with posterior
probabilities (above node) and ML bootstrap (below node) values >70% shown. Dots indicate
100% posterior probability and bootstrap support.
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Table 1. Specimens examined and GenBank accession numbers.
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APPENDIX 2
Specimens (n = 194) examined in this study for chapter 4. Specimens included in the
morphometric analyses only are in standard font, those included in both the morphometric and
molecular analyses are in bold font, and those included in the molecular analyses only are
indicated with an asterisk.
Hylomyscus kerbispeterhansi sp. nov. (n = 68).—KENYA: Cherangani Hills, 2740 m,
0.99973°N, 35.49372°E (FMNH 217377, 217380*, 217381–217382, 217383*, 217384,
217385*, 217386, 217387–217388*, 217390, 217394–217395, 217402, 217408, 217422,
217605–217606, 217607, 217608–217610, 217612–217614); Mau Escarpment, 2320 m,
0.294120°S, 35.449070°E (FMNH 210061–210065, 210069–210071); Mau Escarpment, 2350
m, 0.641700°S, 35.491040°E (FMNH 209994*–209995, 209997, 209999*, 210000–210001,
210003, 210015, 210017–210018, 210023, 210038, 210040–210041*, 210042–210043*); Mt.
Elgon, 2530 m, 1.07718°N, 34.72471°E (FMNH 217325*, 217327–217328, 217329–217331,
217333, 217340–217342, 217345, 217354, 217358, 217597–217598, 217599–217600, 217601–
217602, 217604).
Hylomyscus anselli (n = 24).—TANZANIA: Mbizi Mts., 2200 m, 7.8639°S, 31.6694°E
(FMNH 171352*–171353, 171360, 171361–171362, 171363–171367); Mbizi Mts., 2300 m,
7.8750°S, 31.6667°E (FMNH 171343–171344, 171346–171348, 171350–171351, 171354–
171356, 171512–171513). ZAMBIA: Mpika District, Luitikila Stream, 11°36’S, 31°34’E
(BMNH 73.142); Mwinilunga District, Sakeji Stream (BMNH 61.944); Solunezi District,
Nyansule Stream (BMNH 74.251).
Hylomyscus arcimontensis (n = 37).—TANZANIA: South Pare Mts., 1100 m, 4.33°S, 38.00°E
(FMNH 151253); South Pare Mts., 2000 m, 4.28°S, 37.9278°E (FMNH 153946–153950,
153952); East Usambara Mts., 870 m, 5.10°S, 38.60°E (FMNH 150120–150125, 150142–
150143*, 150144, 150146–150150, 150153, 150430); East Usambara Mts., 1100 m, 5.07°S,
38.62°E (FMNH 147290–147291, 147476*); East Usambara Mts., 1100 m, 5.07°S, 38.60°E
(FMNH 150118–150119, 150139); West Usambara Mts., 1300 m, 5.07°S, 38.42°E (FMNH
150126, 150135–150138, 150154–150156, 150159).
Hylomyscus denniae (n = 4).—UGANDA: Ruwenzori Mts., 1890 m, 0.35°N, 30.0°E (FMNH
144457*); Ruwenzori Mts., 2667 m, 0.3666°N, 29.9833°E (FMNH 144527*); Ruwenzori Mts.,
3368 m, 0.3833°N, 29.9333°E (FMNH 144588*, 144605*).
Hylomyscus endorobae (n = 46).—KENYA: Aberdare Mts., 2700 m, 0.239433°S,
36.708683°E (FMNH 190409–190410, 190411–190413, 190418, 190435, 190443, 190446,
190451–190452*, 190454, 190461, 190463, 190465, 190467, 190648); Aberdare Mts., 3100 m,
0.383283°S, 36.706550°E (FMNH 190468*, 190470*–190471, 190472, 190649–190650); Mau
Escarpment, 2350 m, 0.641700°S, 35.491040°E (FMNH 209989, 209991–209993, 209996,
210048); Mt. Kenya, 2410 m, 0.20677°S, 37.49867°E (FMNH 217273, 217275, 217285,
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217291, 217293, 217298, 217303, 217307, 217308–217309, 217311–217312, 217314, 217323);
Mt. Kenya, 2980 m, 0.16263°S, 37.44621°E (FMNH 212274, 217278–217279).
Hylomyscus vulcanorum (n = 10).—BURUNDI: Rugege Highlands, Kibira NP, 2000 m,
3.247711°S, 29.539248°E (FMNH 137663*, 137668*). DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
CONGO: Itombwe Mts., 2090 m, 3.337351°S, 28.754433°E (FMNH 203881*–203882*);
Itombwe Mts., 2900 m, 3.368783°S, 29.014083°E (FMNH 203907*); Kahuzi-Biega NP, 2195
m, 2.3000°S, 28.7000°E (FMNH 189461*–189462*, 189466*). RWANDA: Rugege Highlands,
Nyungwe NP, 2781 m, 2.4521°S, 29.2489°E (FMNH 207992*). UGANDA: Kigezi Highlands,
Bwindi-Impenetrable NP, 2350 m, 1.3653°S, 29.65736°E (FMNH 157903*).
Hylomyscus stella (n = 4).—RWANDA: Rugege Highlands, Nyungwe NP, 1743 m, 2.5760°S,
29.2005°E (FMNH 207543*); Rugege Highlands, Nyungwe NP, 2120 m, 2.5015°S, 29.2376°E
(FMNH 207791*). ZAIRE: Kabobo Forest, 1250 m, 5.479000°S, 29.273000°E (FMNH
195109*, 195189*).
Hylomyscus aeta (n = 1).—RWANDA: Rugege Highlands, Nyungwe NP, 1782 m, 2.58069°S,
29.20242°E (FMNH 207532*).
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